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1. Introduction

1.1

Background
The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (the WHA) covers some 1.38 million
hectares or about 20% of Tasmania (Map 1). The WHA includes Tasmania’s four
largest national parks: the Franklin—Gordon Wild Rivers N P, the Southwest N P,
the Walls of Jerusalem N P and the Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair N P. Together,
these and other areas were inscribed on the World Heritage list in 1982 in recognition
of the universal value of their natural and cultural heritage to the world community.
The World Heritage Area was expanded in size in 1989.
The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area Management Plan 1999 (WHAMP)
provides the overarching framework for management of the WHA. The WHAMP
defines management prescriptions for policy and management actions to realise the
area’s management objectives, and establishes a monitoring system to evaluate
whether the objectives are being achieved (WHAMP p. 2).
Recognising the diversity both in the nature and distribution of natural and cultural
values and in patterns and types of visitor use (WHAMP p.54), a zoning system is
used for the WHA to support achievement of the management objectives. The
WHAMP identifies four main zones within the WHA and sets management
objectives and prescriptions for each. The four zones are: Wilderness; Self-Reliant
Recreation; Recreation; and Visitor Services Zones and Sites. Together these zones
provide for a spectrum of recreation opportunities that range from most developed
for recreation and tourism in the Visitor Services Zones and Sites, to undeveloped in
the Wilderness Zone (WHAMPp.55). These zones recognise major presentation
points while allowing other areas to remain free of high levels of use so that natural
processes can continue undisturbed and wilderness quality can be maintained.
The Recreation Zone classification is for areas that are popular with outdoor
recreational users such as bushwalkers, boat users, anglers, rafters, and climbers, or
are suitable for relatively high levels of day and overnight recreational use due to
their location and proximity to road access. As a popular and high traffic walking
destination, the Overland Track was formally recognised by the management plan as
a Recreation Zone.
The Overland Track starts in Cradle Valley in the northern tip of the WHA, and
traverses the Cradle Mountain—Lake St Clair National Park southwards to Lake St
Clair, near Derwent Bridge (see Map 2). The Overland Track has become Tasmania’s
premier long-distance walking track and has a significant national and international
profile. It has become an icon as one of the most popular overnight bushwalks in
Australia, and is the best known of Tasmania’s overnight bushwalks.
Details of the number of walkers on the Overland have been collected since the early
1970s. At this time, it was estimated approximately 1,500 walkers per annum were
undertaking the Overland. This figure has generally increased, over time and in 200405, it is estimated that 8,800 walkers completed the journey (PWS 2005). This
increasing trend in walkers contrasts with a decline in other overnight recreational
activities elsewhere in the WHA (PWS 2005). Approximately 90% of walkers on the
Overland Track are from interstate or overseas.
In the past, planning for the Overland Track was largely on an ad-hoc reactive basis to
address specific management or operational issues. There was little strategic
recreation planning to guide the whole Overland experience. The application of
different standards and approaches over time has resulted in a mix of infrastructure
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that is unsympathetic to the overall experience and to the environment in which it is
sited.
This Recreation Zone Plan aims to provide a basis for the planning and management
of the Overland Track over the next 10 years. The development of the plan has been
informed by the Vision for the Overland Track 2004 (Section 2.1), and the Overland
Track Site Strategy Report 2005 (developed by Planning for People Pty Ltd).

1.2

The Overland Track Recreation Zone
The Overland Track starts at Ronny Creek in Cradle Valley and finishes at Cynthia
Bay, Lake St Clair. This plan applies to the Overland Track Recreation Zone of the
Cradle Mountain–Lake St Clair National Park (the RZ) as designated in the WHAMP
(Map 2). This Recreation Zone is recognised as a high use zone for recreational
walking.
The Recreation Zone covers the Overland Track from the Pencil Pine Visitor Services
Zone at Cradle Valley to the Cynthia Bay Visitor Services Zone at Lake St Clair. The
Recreation Zone follows the Overland Track in a narrow 1km corridor, buffering the
track 500m each side. The Zone also incorporates some of the side tracks off the
Overland Track. To the west of the Overland Track Recreation Zone is largely
Wilderness Zone, and to the east is a combination of Wilderness Zone and SelfReliant Recreation Zone.
Portions of the Overland Track inside the Visitor Services Zones at Cradle Valley and
Lake St Clair are briefly covered in this plan. However the Pencil Pine – Cradle
Valley Visitor Services Zone Plan 2006 (in the North) and the Cynthia Bay, Lake St
Clair Site Plan, 2004 (in the South) take precedence over this plan in these areas.
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Map 1. The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, showing the location of the Overland Track
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Map 2. The Overland Track Recreation Zone showing the overnight sites and sites of interest
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1.3

Planning Objectives
This Recreation Zone Plan is based on the provisions of the 1999 Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area Management Plan, which is the statutory management plan.
The overall objective for managing the WHA, in line with the UNESCO World
Heritage Convention, is to identify, protect, conserve, present and, where
appropriate, rehabilitate the world heritage and other natural and cultural values of
the WHA, and to transmit that heritage to future generations in as good or better
condition than at present. Other overarching objectives in the WHAMP (p.30)
include engaging the community, and managing the WHA with excellence.
The WHAMP (p.59) identifies the following more specific objectives for managing
Recreation Zones within the WHA:
•

Provide a range of recreational experiences in a moderately challenging, largely
natural setting that suitably equipped people can use for recreation purposes.

•

Enable relatively high levels of active day and overnight recreation.

•

Improve access for a wide range of visitors and enable them to gain a rewarding
experience of the WHA environment.

The following objectives from the 2004 Overland Track Vision Statement have also
been adopted in this Recreation Zone Plan:

1.4

•

The Overland Track will provide a quality experience for a range of visitor
groups.

•

The Overland Track will be a sustainable experience that utilises best practice
environmental standards.

•

The Overland Track will demonstrate best practice management.

•

The Overland Track will showcase the values of the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area.

Structure of the Recreation Zone Plan
This Recreation Zone Plan is presented in five chapters:
Chapter 1 (Introduction) provides background to the Recreation Zone Plan and
establishes the planning objectives within the Recreation Zone.
Chapter 2 (Vision and Experience) describes the Vision for the Overland Track and
outlines the different experiences to be offered, the booking system and commercial
operations.
Chapter 3 (Current Situation) describes the current conditions of the Recreation Zone
in terms of its facilities, condition and use.
Chapter 4 (Management Strategies) describes—on a site-by-site basis—the future for
the Overland Track. This includes design principles and standards, and
infrastructure refurbishment and upgrades.
Chapter 5 (Implementation) outlines the priorities for implementation, and the
planning and approvals process to be followed.
A bibliography is included at the rear of the report with details of references and
sources.
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2. Vision and Experience

2.1

A Vision for the Overland Track
The Overland Track is Tasmania’s premier long-distance walking track and has a
significant national and international profile. It has achieved icon status as one of the
most popular overnight bushwalks in Australia, and is the best known of Tasmania’s
overnight bushwalks.
To guide the recreational planning process for the Overland Track it was recognised
that a strategic approach was required beyond operational management. In 2001, the
Overland Track Steering Committee was established to formulate a vision for the
Overland Track. The purpose of that vision was to ensure a strategic approach to
planning and management that would underpin sustainable use of the track into the
future.
The vision, with accompanying recommendations, was endorsed by the Acting
Premier Paul Lennon on 2 March 2004.
The vision for the Overland Track is:
The Overland Track will be Tasmania's premier bushwalking experience.
The core recommendations supporting the Vision were:
•

the introduction of an Overland Track booking system during the peak
walking season;

•

an accompanying Overland Track fee; and

•

walkers to travel from North to South during the peak season.

The following guiding principles have been adopted by Government to achieve the
vision for the Overland Track:
1.

The Overland Track will be known worldwide for showcasing the values and
engendering an appreciation of the natural and cultural heritage of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

2.

The Overland Track will provide a distinct product that can be differentiated
from other walking opportunities in Tasmania.

3.

A range of experience options will be provided to meet the needs of a range of
visitor groups.

4.

Each experience option will be sustainable and involve best practice
environmental and management standards.

5.

The Overland Track experience is a total experience and excellence at all stages
will be delivered.

6.

The use of the Overland Track for marketing Tasmania will engender an
appreciation of the values of the area and of the scarcity of the opportunity
offered.

This Recreation Zone Plan supports the vision by providing the planning basis for
future development of the Overland Track to cater creatively for identified user
groups, and to guide the design, layout and siting of infrastructure along the track. .
Successfully managed, the Overland Track will take walkers on an unforgettable
journey through an isolated, remote and unique place in the heart of the Tasmanian
Wilderness.
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2.2

The Overland Experience
The experience to be offered by the Overland Track can be summed up as a guided or
self-reliant wilderness experience. A detailed description of the Overland Experience
is provided in Appendix A together with indicators of management success. The
Overland Experience complements the Cradle Mountain Visitor Experience
Statement (Mc Nair & Associates, 2006) in introducing visitors to the outstanding
values of the WHA and encouraging all visitors to learn, be challenged by, and
contemplate this unique place. Of course, the range of visitor types who choose to
stretch themselves on a 6 day wilderness walk through Tasmania’s rugged highlands
will be smaller set than the broad spectrum of visitors who can enjoy the range of
facilities and services provided at Cradle Mountain.
Within the range of visitors who walk the Overland Track, different types of visitors
have different preferred recreation experiences. The main types of walkers of the
Overland Track can be broadly categorised as follows:
•

independent walkers using public huts and/or campsites;

•

guided walking groups using public campsites;

•

guided walking groups using private commercial huts.

The Tasmanian Experience Strategy defined experiences as ‘memorable events or
interactions that engage people in a personal way and connect them with a place, its
people and events’ (Tourism Tasmania 2002: 4). The strategy suggests there are four
layers that make up an exceptional holiday experience – place, infrastructure, service
and interpretation.
For each of these layers, Table 1 identifies the key elements that will be used to make
the Overland an exceptional experience for each type of user. Factors that contribute
to the high recreational values of the Overland Track include:
•

the wilderness values and apparent remoteness of the Overland Track;;

•

the spectacular and accessible scenery ranging from peaks to alpine moorland to
lakes and forest;

•

the safety, and relative comfort and ease of the walk;

•

the range of accommodation options available;

•

the opportunity for side trips to climb mountains or to visit a lake or waterfall;
and

•

the distance combined with a one-way track which provides a sense of
achievement.

In considering these factors, the points of difference that should be promoted for the
Overland are:
•

it sets a challenge;

•

it is remote;

•

it is in the wilderness and a World Heritage Area;

•

it is achievable; and

•

there is a range of experience options to walk the track, but if visitors choose to
be self-sufficient, they must be self-sufficient.
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Table 1: The preferred experience settings by user group for the Overland
Group type

Place

Independent walking
using public huts
and/or campsites

Natural landscape
Remoteness and
isolation
Challenge
High standard
environmental
protection

Infrastructure

Service

Interpretation

Access to optimally designed hut
or camp site

Simple and effective
booking system

Good quality information and
interpretation

Adequate hut/tent sites for
predicted numbers

Linked transport
available at start and
finish

Adequate directional signage

Toilets that are adequate and
clean
Level of challenge
High standard environmental
protection

Quality pre trip information to create
accurate expectations

Track wardens
supporting hut and
campsite system

Directional signs at key points
Guided walking
using public
campsites

Natural landscape
Remoteness and
isolation
Challenge
High standard
environmental
protection

Guided walking
using private huts

Natural landscape
Remoteness and
isolation
Challenge
High standard
environmental
protection
Achievability of
the experience
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Separate group site to optimise
group dynamics

Seamless experience
including start and finish

Level of challenge in track
conditions

Quality guides/leaders
able to create effective
group dynamics

Toilets that are adequate and clean

Efficient transport

Interpretation and information
Well trained and informed
guides/leaders
Varying desire for interpretation and
education
Recognizing themselves as making
positive contribution to
environment/learning (shampoo,
walking in mud)

Reasonable standard huts with
appropriate facilities, including
toilets and showers

Seamless experience
including at start and
finish

Leader’s knowledge of area/natural
and cultural attributes plus
management regime

Track managed and maintained
for environmental protection but
also so you can look around
(rather than down at the track)

Quality of leaders and
relationship with
leader

Varying expectation of
interpretation

Toilets that are adequate and
clean at visitor nodes

Hut services

Quality food and wine
Efficient transport
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3. Current Situation

3.1

Historical Background to Current Conditions
What exists in the Overland Track Recreation Zone today is the result of natural
processes acting over millennia and more recent human activity.
Significant archaeological evidence attests to past Aboriginal occupation in the area,
including around Lake St Clair, lower Narcissus River Valley, upper Mersey and
Forth Valleys, and in the Cradle Valley and Pencil Pine areas. Carbon dating of one
shelter in the upper Mersey Valley (Wurragarra Shelter) indicates there was
Aboriginal occupation in the area over at least 10,000 years (Lourandos, 1983). It has
been suggested that the Big River Aboriginal people may have used a trading route
between Cradle Lakes, Pelion Plains and Lake St Clair. However, an archaeological
study of the Overland Track failed to find evidence to support this theory (Thomas,
1987).
When European settlers first entered the region, the Aboriginal occupants had
already been devastated by conflict and disease, and their traditional lifestyle had
been disrupted. By the 1830’s, the number of Big River people still living in the area
had dwindled from about 400-500 in 1803, to 26 (Byers 1996). It is alleged that the last
free Tasmanian Aboriginal people were captured in 1836 between Barn Bluff and
Lake Windermere.
During the 1820s, several surveyors made expeditions into what is now the Cradle
Mountain—Lake St Clair National Park. Initially, these expeditions were sponsored
by the Van Diemens Land Company, but later, in the 1830s, the Government began
exploring the area around Lake St Clair and further to the west for the purpose of
land settlement and grazing.
Periodic grazing of stock in the region probably commenced in the late 1820s in the
Vale of Belvoir and Middlesex Plains. Stock grazing in the February Plains probably
commenced during the 1840s when the first leases in this area were granted. Grazing
leases in the Pelion area were issued from 1909 through the 1930s with graziers
moving stock into the area using either the Pelion Track up the Forth Valley or Innes
Track across the February Plain. Around this time, cattle and sheep were also run in
the Cradle Valley and Windermere areas. For example, during the dry summer of
1920, 100 cattle and 400 sheep were grazed in Cradle Valley, 2,000 sheep on
Hounslow Heath, and a herd of cattle at Lake Windermere1. Stock grazing in the
Reserve was officially prohibited from the 1940’s although cattle intermittently
grazed inside the reserve until the late 1950s. The ongoing presence of wild cattle at
Pelion caused the Scenery Preservation Board much concern during the late 1930s2.
Prospecting for minerals commenced in the 1850s. The geological surveyor Charles
Gould made a trek from Lake St Clair to Cradle Valley in 1859-60 in search of gold;
however his route was far to the west of the current course of the Overland Track.
Gould found no gold.
By the 1860s, trappers and hunters were using various routes in the area. By the turn
of the century, commercial hunting extended right through what is now the Cradle
Mountain—Lake St Clair National Park and supported an export trade in marsupial
furs to the world’s fashion markets.

1 From correspondence from Weindorfer to Smith, in Cradle Mountains Letters and Papers of Ronald E.
Smith (4 Feb 1920, 29 Mar 1920, and 31 Mar 1920).
2 From correspondence of the Animal and Bird Protection Board (27 Mar 1939).
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Various tracks also developed to support mineral exploration and mining in the west
of Tasmania. Two early tracks or routes from the north to the west coasts of
Tasmania were the 1890 railway survey from Mole Creek to Zeehan, and the Innes
Track from Gads Hill to Rosebery, which provided access into the
Pelion/Windermere region.
From the 1890s to 1920s, there was some prospecting and mining in the Pelion to
Windermere area. This activity gave rise to a variety of existing park structures and
features, including the Old Pelion Hut as well as mine workings around Pelion,
Windermere and Lake McRae. Several tracks were developed specifically to support
mining activity such as the Barn Bluff Track from Liena to Lake Windermere.
Around 1916, parts of this track were upgraded to provide a ‘road’ to Pelion.
Many park features were named during this period and the course of what is now the
Overland Track from Cradle to Windermere probably became increasingly defined.
However dreams of spanning the highlands via a rail or sustainable stock track
dissipated in snow, steep grades and economic realities. None of these routes was
established to a significant degree and alternative routes became more developed.
Mining operations in the area of the present WHA proved largely misguided or
marginal, and the last mine in the Pelion area (for wolfram or tungsten ore) was
closed in 1981.
Visitors first started travelling to Lake St Clair after Frankland ‘discovered’ the lake in
1835. There followed a procession of painters, explorers, adventurers and
photographers. In 1870, a Tasmanian guidebook described Lake St Clair as the
‘grandest and wildest of all lakes’, and in 1894 accommodation houses and a boat
shed were built at Cynthia Bay.
In the early 1900s a snarer and prospector, Paddy Hartnett, led guided walks in the
Du Cane – Pelion Area and built Du Cane Hut as a residence. In 1912 Waldheim
Chalet opened to tourists, and by the 1920s Gustav Weindorfer was leading guided
walks around Dove Lake, up Cradle Mountain and to Barn Bluff. About this time,
Bert Nichols also commenced leading extended guided trips for visitors along the
overland route to Lake St Clair.
In 1922, an area of 158,000 acres (63,943 ha) between Cradle Mountain and Lake St
Clair was gazetted as Scenic Reserve under the Scenery Preservation Act of 1915. The
Reserve was divided into two sections – the Cradle Mountain Reserve in the north
and the Lake St Clair Reserve in the south. The Cradle Mountain Reserve was
proclaimed a Wildlife Sanctuary in 1927 and additional areas including Pelion Plains
were added to the reserve in the 1930s.
In those times, hunting was a common way of supplementing household income and
food supplies. Weindorfer himself hunted for the fur trade and regularly offered his
guests at Waldheim wombat stew. Following proclamation of the reserve as a
wildlife sanctuary, hunting in the reserve became illegal. Several former snarers and
hunters adapted to these changes by working in the Reserve as guides (e.g. Nicholls),
doing maintenance work (e.g. McCoy), or becoming the Reserve’s first rangers (e.g.
Connell and his two sons). However, many locals opposed the new regulations
prohibiting hunting and snaring within the Reserve and continued taking game well
into the 1940s and early 1950s by which time the world fur market had declined.
Major Smith first coined the term ‘overland track’ in 1928 in connection with lobbying
for funding for the two conjoined reserves – Cradle Mountain and Lake St Clair. The
Boards of the two reserves also joined forces in support of an overland track to link
the two reserves. At this time, increasing numbers of walkers were attempting the
overland journey—many without a guide—and there were growing concerns about
walkers getting lost. During the Easter of 1931, Bert Nichols blazed and marked a
Overland Track
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track from Pelion Plains to Lake St Clair which connected the existing loose network
of tracks through this region. In 1935 funds were provided to formally undertake
works to develop a proper track which would be suitable for guided tours and pack
horses on the overland route. On completion of the track works in 1937, the track was
unofficially named the ‘Overland Track’.
Kitchen Hut was built by the Connells in 1939. The name of the hut was taken from
the nearby creek which had earlier been known as the Kitchen because it was a useful
place to boil the billy prior to or after ascents of Cradle Mountain (Haygarth, 1988
p.205).
A timber mill for King Billy pine operated in Cradle Valley on private land from the
1930s through to the 1970s. Although Weindorfer had campaigned vigorously for
improved roads into Cradle Valley to increase tourism and visitation, it was the
demand for timber that provided the real impetus for road construction into Cradle
Valley. In 1941, the Commonwealth Government, acting under its war-time powers,
funded the major reconstruction of the Cradle Mountain Road from a rough cart
track to an all-weather vehicular track. Whereas previously timber-getters had only
been able to remove whole logs from the valley, the new road allowed milled timber
to be transported directly from Cradle Valley (PWS, 2004). Although there was
ongoing opposition to timber logging in the Cradle Valley area from the Scenery
Preservation Board and some bushwalkers, it was not until RE Smith died in 1969
that logging came to an end in Cradle Valley.
In 1970, the National Parks and Wildlife Act was passed and responsibility for
management of all Tasmanian national parks and reserves was transferred to the
newly formed National Parks and Wildlife Service. In 1971, the Cradle Mountain –
Lake St Clair Reserve was proclaimed a State Reserve under the Act.
During the 1970’s, Eric Sargent re-introduced commercial guided trips for walkers
down the Overland Track. The timber mill in Cradle Valley ceased operation and the
land was resumed by the Crown for inclusion in the National Park.
In 1982, the major national parks of southwestern Tasmania were together inscribed
on the World Heritage List as the Western Tasmanian Wilderness National Parks
World Heritage Area. The area was expanded in 1989 to become the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area. In 1986 a major federal funding injection saw
major hut and track upgrades commence and the start of a new era in management.
It is estimated that in the season 1971-72, just under 1,500 walkers completed the
Overland Track; by 2004-05, this figure had grown to 8,800 walkers completing the
Overland journey.

3.2

The Journey
The total length of the Overland Track, from Ronny Creek in Cradle Valley to
Narcissus at the northern end of Lake St Clair, is 62.5 kilometres. Most walkers do the
Overland in its entirety. With the introduction of the booking system for the
Overland Track, all walkers are required to walk from north to south; however even
prior to this requirement almost 90% of all walkers travelled from north to south.
Huts and campsites are located at six main locations along the track (Table 2) with
distances and walking times varying between them. Whilst the recommended
walking time for the whole journey is six days, the trip may be extended in order to
undertake side trips to other features such as Mount Ossa. A journey time of six to
eight days permits a fuller exploration of the area and allows for delays due to
inclement weather.
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Pine Valley, at the southern end of the track, is a popular overnight side trip and a
destination in its own right. As approximately 60% of the walkers going into Pine
Valley are ‘Overlanders’, this area has been included in the Overland Track
Recreation Zone and Plan.
The Overland Track is also often walked in part, either for day walks at either end of
the track, or from other access points. There are several access tracks into the ‘centre’
of the Overland Track from the east, the major one being the Arm River Track. This
access contributes significantly to the use of the central area (Pelion) of the Overland
Track by walkers who are not walking the whole track. In 2004-05 up to 3,000 walkers
accessed the Pelion area via the Arm River Track.
The majority of walkers on the Overland Track complete their walk at Narcissus and
catch the ferry to Cynthia Bay. However, some purists would not consider their
journey complete unless they tread every step, and the track does continue for an
additional 17.5km along the edge of Lake St Clair to Cynthia Bay via Echo Point.
Table 2. Walking times between major huts/overnight nodes
Hut
Waldheim/Ronny Creek – Waterfall Valley

Time (hrs)

10

3-5

Waterfall Valley – Lake Windermere

7.75

1.5 - 2.5

Lake Windermere – Pelion Hut
Pelion Hut - Kia Ora Hut

16.75
9

6
3

10
9

3–4
3

Kia Ora Hut – Windy Ridge
Windy Ridge to Narcissus

3.3

Distance (km)

Overland Track Values
3.3.1 Natural Values
The Overland Track traverses some of the most spectacular upland areas of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (WHA). The WHA is universally
recognised as significant as a place of exceptional natural beauty. Other natural
heritage values that contributed to the WHA being inscribed on the World Heritage
list include3:
•

superlative natural features and formations such as the spectacular dolerite
columns of Cradle Mountain; glacially formed and eroded landscapes and
features; deep gorges incised in ancient plateaus (such as the Upper Mersey River
valley), peatland soils; and a range of other significant geological,
geomorphological and physiographic features;

•

outstanding natural ecosystems and habitats with a profusion of unique and/or
threatened species of plants and animals, including the world’s largest
carnivorous marsupials (Tasmanian devil and quolls), rare alpine and rainforest
plant communities including native conifer communities;

•

outstanding examples reflecting the earth’s evolutionary history, or representing
significant ongoing natural geological, ecological and biological processes such as
undisturbed river catchments and fluvial systems, relict biota with links to the

3 For further information about the World Heritage values of the WHA, refer to Appendix 5 of
the State of the Tasmanian Wilderness WHA Report (Parks & Wildlife Service 2004).
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ancient supercontinent of Gondwana, genetically diverse groups, and landforms
reflecting multiple glaciations.
The WHA contains a range of other significant natural values and features including:
•

alpine and subalpine grassland communities, sphagnum communities, deciduous
beech communities, cushion plant communities and a complex mosaic of natural
vegetation communities;

•

secure habitat for the majority of Tasmania’s native vertebrate4 and invertebrate5
species, including numerous endemic, rare or threatened species;

•

240 out of a total of 320 Tasmanian endemic higher plant species – of which
about half have most of their distribution within the WHA;

•

187 out of a total of 249 Tasmanian native vertebrate fauna species;

•

most of the state’s pristine high rainfall environment, alpine and sub-alpine
environment, characterised by surface waters of exceptionally high water
quality, low nutrient levels and natural levels of bacterial; and

•

around 20% of the state’s rainforest.

The Overland Track offers walkers the opportunity to experience a range of these
values during their journey. Cradle Valley is a spectacular landscape demonstrating
to the visitor evidence of past glacial activity over the last two million years. Dove
Lake, Lake Wilks, Crater Lake, Cradle Mountain and Barn Bluff are the most
spectacular and obvious features for walkers in the northern section of the track.
A variety of vegetation communities ranging from sphagnum peatlands, buttongrass
moorland, grassland, rainforest to alpine herb fields and cushion moorland are
encountered and provide habitat to a range of unique and endemic fauna and flora.
The Overland Track provides walkers with the opportunity to view geoheritage
features and plant and wildlife communities that they might not otherwise see
including:
•

buttongrass moorland which has formed through the interplay of soil conditions,
moisture, drainage and fire that has occurred in the park;

•

the southern beeches (Nothofagus gunnii and Nothofagus cunninghamii) and other
plant taxa which provide evidence of Tasmania’s past land links to South
America and New Zealand;

•

pencil pines (Athrotaxis cupressoides) and King Billy Pines (Athrotaxis selaginoides).

•

pademelons (Thylogale billardierii) and eastern quolls (Dasyurus viverrinus) which
have become extinct on the Australian mainland;

•

Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii) , green rosella (Platycercus caledonicus) and
black currawong (Strepera fuliginosa) which occur only in Tasmania;

•

some intriguing inhabitants in alpine lakes including the mountain shrimp
(Anaspides tasmaniae)—a tiny crustacean which has changed very little over the
past 200 million years; small native fish called climbing galaxias (Galaxias
brevipinnis) which inhabit Lakes Will and Windermere; and endemic quillworts –
an unusual-looking and ancient fern ally;

•

interesting geoheritage features including glaciated landscapes with extensive
periglacial landforms such as scree slopes; string bogs (interconnected pools in

4 Driessen & Mallick (2003)
5 Mallick & Driessen (2005)
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peatland); and patterned ground (e.g. polygons and stone stripes) which is
caused by repeated freezing and thawing of the soil.
In addition, due to the wide range of habitats crossed by the Track, walkers will have
the opportunity to see a diverse variety of birds. They will also hear the distinctive
calls of some of Tasmania’s wildlife including black currawongs, Tasmanian froglets
and tree frogs as well as simply being surrounded by the natural sights, sounds and
scents of the Tasmanian bush.

3.3.2 Cultural and Historic Values
The Tasmanian Wilderness is a World Heritage site recognised for both its natural
and cultural World Heritage values6. The WHA contains archaeological and other
Aboriginal cultural heritage created over the last 35,000 years. The universal cultural
values of the area relate to the evidence of Aboriginal occupation and survival in the
area over thousands of years during periods of climatic, socio-cultural and economic
change.
The area also bears traces of more recent historical activities and has important
contemporary social significance. The landscape’s cultural heritage value is therefore
multi-layered and has many stories to tell about the people who inhabited the region
in the past and who continue to use the area today.
Aboriginal Significance & Values
The universal cultural heritage of the Tasmanian Wilderness WHA is the rich,
undisturbed suite of archaeological Aboriginal sites dating back over 35,000 years.
This includes cave paintings and sequences of cultural deposits which bear a unique
and exceptional testimony to how a traditional human society practised a huntingand-gathering way of life, how it survived in extreme climatic conditions, and how it
adapted to glacial climatic cycles and socio-cultural change. Lack of disturbance to
many of these sites and sequences enhances their significance and value.
Evidence of Aboriginal life in the area includes rock shelters, open campsites and
tools associated with hunting trips. Archaeological investigation of these sites
suggests that Aboriginal people have accessed the area on a regular seasonal basis
over thousands of years. In addition, the presence of fire-adapted vegetation
communities throughout the WHA is a consequence of thousands of years of
Aboriginal utilisation of fire.
Historic Significance & Values
The cultural values of the WHA also include historic features and deposits from more
recent human activities. The WHA contains the remains of sites associated with
historic themes including exploration, Huon pine logging, mining, hunting, high
altitude grazing, hydro-electric development and recreation. These sites have
significance in terms of the history of Tasmania’s development and provide fine
representative examples of Australia’s colonial hunters, miners, graziers, prospectors
and tourism advocates. Some of these sites or features may also have national or
international significance, e.g. skin sheds built by hunters (Cubit, pers. comm.).
The Overland Track and its relationship to the historic Innes Track is of particular
European cultural significance. For example much of the track between Windermere
and Pelion Plains reflects the hard work of early miners and hunters. As well, the
landscape and immediate surrounds of the Overland Track reflect the area’s history

6 For further information about the World Heritage values of the WHA, refer to Appendix 5 of the State
of the Tasmanian Wilderness WHA Report (Parks & Wildlife Service 2004).
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of usage including trapping, prospecting, mining, grazing, logging, horseriding, track
construction, recreational walking and national park management.
Historic buildings and features within the Overland Track Recreation Zone include:
•

Kitchen Hut;

•

Lake Will coal mines;

•

Old Pelion Hut; and

•

Du Cane Hut.

Contemporary Social Values
The WHA holds high contemporary social significance for both the Tasmanian
Aboriginal community and general society.
Aboriginal sites within the WHA are especially important to the Aboriginal
community. In many situations Aboriginal perceptions of values do not divide
natural from cultural values, and as such, plants, animals and landscape features are
all considered to be of cultural value to the present-day Aboriginal community.
Some sites and established practices in the WHA are also important to other local
Tasmanian communities.
For general society, there are significant contemporary social values in addition to
the heritage values discussed above. For example, there is significant social value
associated with recreation and tourist visitation to the area, particularly at Cradle
Mountain, Lake St Clair and huts along the track. There is also increasing
recognition of the significance of the spiritual and therapeutic values of the WHA.
As stated in the WHAMP (1999:25):
‘For the modern Australian community a significant cultural
value of the Tasmanian wilderness is as a place for reflection, a
source of inspiration and as a symbol of untouched nature. In
these times of widespread environmental degradation, for many
people there is great value in simply knowing that a large area of
temperate wild country still exists in Australia. For other people
direct experience of wild country provides enjoyment, challenge
and adventure and can also be therapeutic, inspirational and
character-building.’

3.3.3 Scenic Values
The World Heritage values of the Tasmanian Wilderness include its exceptional
natural beauty and its undisturbed ecosystems. The foundation for the scenic values
of the Overland Track is the ancient glacial landscape dominated by rugged dolerite
mountains enclosing gentle rounded valleys dotted with numerous lakes and tarns.
The mosaic of undisturbed natural vegetation along the Overland Track provides
numerous scenic values ranging from close and enclosed views to open and
expansive vistas. The grandeur of the scenery is set by the scale of the mountains and
the seemingly boundless extent of natural and remote wild country gives the
landscape its wilderness character.
Tasmania’s climate and seasonal changes provide for different scenic experiences
through the year. Winter may offer snow-crested mountains, autumn the golden
splashes of deciduous fagus trees, spring a myriad of trickling and cascading
meltwaters, while summer may offer clear blue skies and breath-taking panoramic
views as far as the eye can see.
The changeable weather conditions in Tasmania’s highlands add another dimension
to the ever-changing scenic experience, where shrouded misty mornings or low
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clouds and driving rain can suddenly give way to spectacular rainbows or shafting
rays of sunlight through breaks in the clouds.
Tasmania’s clean air, clean water and unique lighting conditions contribute to the
intensity of the scenic experience, and often combine to produce the spectacular
landscape lighting effects so highly prized by photographers and landscape artists.

Recreational Values
The recreational values of the Overland Track centre on the opportunities it provides
to experience the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (WHA) and its values.
The significance of the WHA has been recognised at state, national and international
levels, and it presents some of the best wilderness recreational opportunities in the
Australasian region (PWS 1999).
As a challenging multi-day bushwalk, the Overland Track is recognised as one of the
best long distance walks in Australia. It also has a considerable international profile.
The Overland showcases the values of the WHA through the variety of exceptional
natural landscapes it traverses and the rich natural, cultural, historic and scenic
values of the area described in the preceding sections.

3.4

Walker Statistics
Prior to the commencement of the booking system for the Overland Track in July
2005, it was estimated that 8,800 people were walking the Overland Track per year
(PWS, 2005). In addition to those people walking the entire Overland, the number of
walkers registering for overnight trips departing Cradle Valley, but not walking the
Overland, was estimated to be 1900 in 2000-01. The number of non-Overland walkers
using Waterfall Valley was approximately 750 per year and about 630 walkers per
year for the Arm River Track. (Most of these would spend at least one night at
Pelion.) PWS has estimated that around 10% of Waterfall and Pelion users are nonOverland Track walkers.
Pine Valley is located at the southern end of the Overland, and is a popular side trip.
For 2002-03 it was estimated that approximately 3,300 walkers went to Pine Valley.
Of these, 64% were going there as part of their trip on the Overland Track. Pine
Valley is currently not included as part of the Overland Track Booking System and
walkers can make the journey from Cynthia Bay to Pine Valley and return without
booking – in effect, avoiding the Overland Track fees.

3.4.1 Visitor Characteristics
A comprehensive survey of independent walkers completing the Overland Track was
undertaken in the 2004-05 season7 (Rundle 2005). This survey did not include clients
of commercial tour groups. The key findings of relevance here are:
•

The origin of independent walkers on the Overland Track was 35% international,
57% from interstate, and 8% from Tasmania.

•

77% of interstate and overseas respondents identified the main reason for their
visit to Tasmania was to walk the Overland Track.

•

The states of origin of independent walkers were similar to those for commercial
guided tour walkers (as reported by the commercial tour operators).

7 The walker survey was conducted at Narcissus Hut. It was a systematic sample of walkers between
19/12/2004 and finishing 28/4/2005. 452 groups were contacted and the response rate was 97%. No
guided tours were surveyed.
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•

The mean age of walkers was 34 years. This is somewhat lower than the age
ranges reported by commercial operators for their clients who are generally in
older age brackets.

•

Walkers generally had a low level of prior bushwalking experience, especially in
the case of interstate and overseas visitors.

•

A high proportion of Overland walkers were professional people or university
students. This finding may reflect a higher level of environmental awareness in
this segment. It also has implications for how interpretation is provided.

•

Most walkers had pre-planned their trip, with many planning months prior to
travel. Only 32% decided to do the walk within the past month.

•

Word of mouth was the most common information source in regard to the walk
although printed information and websites were also common sources.

3.4.2 Satisfaction with Facilities
Questions within the 2004-05 walker survey sought to measure independent walkers’
satisfaction and degree of ‘botheration’ with aspects of their walks. The key findings
were:
•

72% of people walking the track used their tent on the walk, and of those 76%
used a tent platform at some stage.

•

Most people were satisfied with tent platforms, either because they believed they
were effective in protecting the environment or because they found them
comfortable and convenient. There were no strong views against the tent
platforms.

•

The greatest concerns reported by visitors were in regard to:

•

-

the state of the track where it reflected poor environmental conditions (not on
account of user discomfort), ;

-

too many people in huts at night; and

-

large and loud groups in huts.

There was a high level of walker satisfaction with the overall experience. For
25% of respondents, the walk was the best thing they had done in their life. For
59% of respondents, it was the best thing they had done in the past 12 months.
Very few respondents expressed negative views.

More recent discussions with commercial operators indicate:
•

a high level of client satisfaction with the walking experience and facilities;

•

concerns about toilets when they are ‘smelly’ or unclean;

•

a desire to be able to relate as a group without major interaction with other
groups of walkers;

•

concerns where track conditions appear poor from an environmental perspective;
and

•

concerns when other walkers are observed not following minimum impact
bushwalking practice (such as washing in streams, walking around degraded
sections of track etc.).
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3.4.3 Increasing Popularity of the Overland Track
There has been a steady and significant growth in visitor numbers on the Overland
Track since the 1970s, as shown in Figure 1. This contrasts the usage of other tracks
in Tasmania which has remained relatively constant.
Figure 1

Estimates of walker numbers on various walking tracks in the WHA
from 1971-72 to 2004-05.

3.4.4 Perceptions of Overcrowding
As far back as the 1950s, when it has been estimated about 300 walkers annually
undertook the Overland Track (Poll, 2005), a walker wrote in a Lake St Clair logbook
they were concerned for the Overland as it was being ‘loved to death’. This phrase
has continued to be commonly used over the years in letters to the PWS expressing
concerns about the increasing levels of usage and over-crowding of the track during
the summer months.
The increasing popularity of the Overland Track has undoubtedly resulted in an
overcrowded and negative experience for some walkers. On one occasion (13
December 2004) there were 123 walkers recorded by the hut wardens at Waterfall
Valley, way beyond the number that could comfortably be catered for at that site.
Nonetheless, this event was an extreme and was due in part to several school groups
being out on the Overland Track at the same time.
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Two major walker surveys examined the extent to which walkers were bothered by
the increasing popularity of the Overland track. PWS’s Walker Survey of 2004-05 and
Poll’s survey of Overland Walkers in 2000-01 both measured the proportion of
Overland Track walkers who noticed crowding in the huts and were bothered by it.
A comparison of the results of the two surveys is presented in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Proportion of respondents who noticed crowding in the public huts along
the Overland Track and were ‘bothered’ or ‘bothered a little’ by it
Indicator

Poll Survey
2000-01

PWS Survey
2004-05

Large groups dominating the space in the huts
Seeing too many people in the huts during the
evenings
Not having enough space in the huts

67.6%
52.4%

60.0%
50.0%

57.7%

43.0%

The findings of these surveys suggest that the perception of crowding has decreased
between 2000/01 and 2004/5. In the interval between the two surveys, the hut at
Pelion was replaced by a new hut in a new location with a much greater capacity.
This may have gone some way to alleviating the perceptions of crowding since 200001; however the overwhelming proportion of survey respondents in the 2004-05
survey still reported crowding as an issue.

3.4.5 Environmental Impacts
In addition to social perceptions of overcrowding on the Overland, long-term
monitoring of the condition of the track and campsites has demonstrated that
increasing use has been associated with a corresponding increase in pads and erosion
scars caused by walkers spreading out further around each degraded site (Dixon,
2005). Site hardening (e.g. construction of tent platforms) has gone some way to
reducing the extent of this damage; however managing the environmental
sustainability of walking tracks is an ongoing issue requiring careful management
(PWS, 2004:103-109).

3.5

The Booking System
In July 2005, to address the issues of over crowding and environmental degradation
while avoiding the necessity of constantly increasing the capacity of the
infrastructure on the Overland Track, PWS introduced a booking system to manage
walker departures during the peak walking season.
The implementation of the booking system means that future growth in numbers
walking the track during the peak system is capped. With a maximum of 60 people
departing per day from November to April, a total of 10,860 people can walk the
track from north to south during this period. This does not include those people
walking only part of the track, or walking outside the peak season. The number of
visitors undertaking such trips is currently estimated at 17% of the annual total
number of visitors who walk all or part of the track. However, it is unclear what, if
any, impact the booking system may have on these numbers. To ensure walkers have
the flexibility to walk at a comfortable pace, the booking system manages departures
only, and does not lock walkers into a fixed itinerary. The system provides for a
maximum number of departures per day, and walkers must travel north to south
during the peak walking period 1 November to 30 April. An Overland Track fee is
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payable and all income is used for improvements and maintenance of the services
and facilities provided.
Based on the capacity of the existing infrastructure, up to 60 walkers can depart each
day. This includes a combination of free independent walkers; one group of walkers
with Cradle Huts (maximum group size of 13)8; and groups using the group-site
camping facility (maximum capacity of 13 people).
The maximum party size that can book as free independent walkers is eight. The
maximum party size for group bookings from commercial operators, schools,
community groups, walking clubs etc. is 13 people. These groups must use the
purpose built group-site camping facilities. Only one group-site booking will be
allowed to depart each day. This can be either one group of up to 13 people booking
the whole site, or two smaller groups of up to six people booking half the site each.
A user-friendly internet system has been introduced, with bookings also able to be
made in person or by telephone. Extensive promotion of the system has occurred.
The group campsite facilities are managed by a separate part of the online booking
system, and pre-registration with the PWS is required. Once registered, groups are
given access to a secure site where they can manage their own reservations and
bookings, a season at a time.
Further elements of the booking system are still being constructed, including access
for agents to make bookings on behalf of clients who do not have credit cards.
The system does not require bookings by those not doing the whole Overland
traverse (e.g. those coming in from Arm River or going only to Pine Valley). Outside
the peak period, bookings are not required and walkers may travel in either direction.
The impact of the booking system is being monitored to examine both spatial and
temporal displacement. This includes analysing the number of walkers and their
patterns of use of overnight walking tracks throughout the Cradle Mountain – Lake
St Clair National Park and in other national parks across the State. The booking
system may need to be modified over time if the reduction in the extent and
occurrence of over-crowding cannot be maintained.

3.5.1 Potential Market Growth
Nature-based tourism and ecotourism are key components of Australian tourism and
prime attractors of overseas visitors. The Tourism Australia website states that over
40 per cent of all international visitors, and 12 per cent of Australians who travelled
overnight domestically, visited national parks or participated in bushwalking –
though not necessarily overnight walking.
Whilst individual parks and agencies have information on the breakdown of walking
activities, there is limited research on walking patterns amongst nature–based
tourists overall.
Discussions with Tasmanian-based commercial operators indicated that a proportion
of the international and domestic market undertake more than one long distance
multi-day walk. Commonly, walkers state that they have done, or plan to do, the
Milford Track, the Overland Track, or the Larapinta Trail when on a tour.
Commercial operators also report a level of repeat clients undertaking other product
options offered (e.g. Tasmanian Expeditions’ Overland walkers moving on to the
Larapinta Trail with World Expeditions).

8 The maximum group size of 13 is based on industry standards of a client to guide ration of 5:1, with an
additional trainee guide. For overnight hikes the PWS requires a minimum of two guides at all times.
This number may change if the industry standard is changed.
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In general, park managers across Australia report that there has been a slowing in
backcountry extended walking and ski-touring (Planning for People, 2005). In
Tasmania however, there have been increases in annual use9 of major tracks such as
the Overland (1.3%), and overnight walks in Freycinet (7.8%); and the Walls of
Jerusalem (1.2%). As demonstrated in Figure 1, the numbers of walkers elsewhere in
the WHA have remained relatively stable or are declining slightly.
Planning for People (2005) outlined a range of indicators suggesting there may be
growth in interest in undertaking iconic bushwalks such as the Overland. These
include:
-

trends in interest in outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism;

-

growth in international visitors from those countries that commonly
participate in walking;

-

increased numbers walking long-distance tracks in Australia; and

-

potential marketing of long-distance tracks as a niche market for Australia.

3.5.2 Implications for Management
Growth in walking on the Overland in the peak November to April period will be
managed through the booking system with a reasonable level of growth still able to
be accommodated. Monitoring of the market and activity patterns over time will
identify whether there is any significant change in the demand for walking options
(guided, huts, independent), or whether the current mix is appropriate with sufficient
capacity.
Consideration also needs to be given to the potential and implications of growth
outside the booking season. Related considerations include:
•

some people prefer not to pay a fee for the track and/or wish to have flexibility in
the direction they walk;

•

some people prefer to walk at a less busy time of year;

•

some people may simply be travelling outside the booking period;

•

there may be higher levels of fuel requirements (for heating) associated with a
time when no fee is required; and

•

potential hut crowding issues may arise outside the booking season period.

Consideration may need to be given to extending the booking period should such
growth begin to impact on the quality of the visitor experience.
Other impacts on the booking system that will need to be monitored include the
potential for increasing use of side tracks to avoid the booking and fee system; and
potential crowding problems occurring at Pine Valley, Echo Point and Lake Rodway
which are currently not part of the booking system.

3.5.3 Use of the track for commercial operations
The earliest commercial guided walking trips in the Cradle area were generally led
by trappers, hunters and prospectors who guided walkers as a way to supplement
their income. Kate and Gustav Weindorfer established Waldheim in Cradle Valley as
a tourism venture to showcase the magnificence of the area and to raise its profile so
it might become a National Park. This included offering guided walks around Cradle
Mountain and out to Barn Bluff.
9 Over the period 1997/98 to 2003/04.
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It wasn’t until 1931 that the route between Cradle Mountain and Lake St Clair was
formally marked so recreational walkers could undertake the trip without a guide.
The Overland Track continues to be a focus for overnight guided walking tours. It is
estimated approximately 25% of all walkers on the Overland Track choose to walk as
part of a guided tour.
As the WHAMP (1999: 179) states:
Guided tours provide opportunities for people to visit and learn about wild, natural
places that they would not otherwise see. In many respects guided tours are an
excellent form of eco-tourism since they give people a direct experience of the values
of the area…

Commercial operations on the Overland Track are mainly guided walking tours.
These tours cater for two of the identified user groups on the Overland (see section
2.2). The operators providing accommodation in the private huts along the Track
operate under a lease agreement, while those providing tent-based guided tours hold
a licence to operate.
As of March 2006, there is one operator with a lease to run a hut-based guided walk
on the Overland, and eight commercial operators with licenses to operate walks
using the public facilities. The use of public facilities by commercial operators does
not include access to the public huts for overnight accommodation, although they can
use the huts as lunch spots, and for shelter whilst preparing meals. All commercial
operators on the Overland must pay the Overland Track fee.

3.5.4 Group site camping
Through surveys of walkers on the Overland Track, one of the principal causes of
complaint is the anti-social and intimidating behaviour of large groups walking the
track. It is important to note that the group size limits placed on commercial
operators (through their licence), and the professional services provided by their
guides, means these groups are rarely the cause of complaint.
Through the booking system, group size limits that previously only applied to
commercial operators now apply to all community and school groups wishing to
walk the track during the peak walking season. The booking system also manages
group departures so that only one group may depart each day, further reducing the
social impacts and improving the walker experience.
Group campsites have been constructed at each of the major overnight stops, catering
for one party of up to 13, or two small parties of no more than six (using a maximum
of three tents). The group-site camping areas are clearly identified with signs stating
bookings are essential, and the site is for group-site bookings only. When booked into
the group campsites, a condition of their use is that huts will only be available in
emergency situations. Wet weather is not considered an emergency.
The group camping sites are a specific facility, and there may be bookings
immediately preceding and following each booking. Therefore, the bookings are for
one night only at each overnight stop. Groups must move on each day.

3.6

Existing Facilities
A comprehensive list of infrastructure on the Overland Track, including its
construction date and estimated end of life can be found in Appendix B.
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3.6.1 The Track
Extensive sections of track have been hardened to reduce impacts, however, some
sections remain in relatively poor condition – due either to lack of hardening or
deteriorating infrastructure. Damaged infrastructure presents safety issues (eg. loose
wires on old cordwood) and in other sections poor track condition is contributing to
environmental degradation. With the commencement of the Overland Track booking
system, the additional income generated through the Overland Track Fee was largely
spent on track improvements over the summer of 2005-06.
A number of side-tracks to points of interest have also been hardened to varying
degrees (eg. Lake Will, Mt Ossa, Mersey waterfalls, Pine Valley and The Labyrinth),
Several others, notably Old Pelion, Barn Bluff and Mount Oakleigh, have not been
upgraded to a higher standard of track. This is a deliberate policy to maintain variety
in the journey and not have a homogenised experience.
Track construction techniques vary in their aesthetic quality, durability, cost and
effectiveness according to the context in which they are applied. Settings and ground
conditions vary dramatically along the length of the track, as does the availability of
suitable local construction materials such as stone, gravel and timber. Past
construction along the track has adapted techniques to meet these variable
conditions.
The track fabric covers a wide variety of structures and styles, including:
•

benching and side-drains;

•

steps in stone and timber (treated sawn pine or local split or round bush timber);

•

ground level cordwood walkways in local and imported timber;

•

stone edging;

•

raised boardwalk in treated pine;

•

raised and ground level double-plank walkways in imported sawn timber and
bush-sawn local timber (in accordance with the provisions of WHAMP 1999,
p.200);

•

chicken wire on all kinds of timber walkways;

•

water bars and cross-drains in stone and timber;

•

hardened track junction points (with platforms or stone) for people to rest and
store packs designed to reduce erosion;

•

raised earth causeways;

•

bridges large and small in bush timber; and

•

steel suspension bridges pre-fabricated steel/timber bridges.

The existing track construction has developed over a period of nearly a century, and
the present fabric covers many phases of track building. Some fabric can be
considered as historic, while other works are reminders of more recent techniques
which are no longer used. Some track constructions, including some recent works
such as split-log walkways, are fine and artistic examples of the track-building craft.

3.6.2 Public Huts
The PWS huts provide basic facilities, such as sleeping platforms (no mattresses),
cooking benches or tables (no cooking equipment), some seating and space heating
(gas or coal stove). Water tanks outside each of the huts provide an untreated supply
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of rainwater and grease traps under the taps provide a degree of environmental
protection in the disposal of grey water.
Platforms arranged in bunks are provided for sleeping in the public huts. Sleeping
space is not configured per person so the capacity of each hut will vary according to
the space requirements of each sleeper or group in the hut.
The estimated comfortable sleeping capacity of each hut, based on different sleeping
widths allowed per person, is presented in Table 4 below. Kitchen Hut, Old Pelion
Hut and Du Cane Hut have not been included, as they are emergency shelters only
and historic structures. The management standard applied to the public huts is a
minimum sleeping space of 700mm per person.
Table 4. Estimated comfortable sleeping capacities of the public huts
Hut

700mm
width pp

800mm
width pp

900mm
width pp

Waterfall Valley

20

16

16

Old Waterfall Valley
Windermere

4
14

4
14

4
12

New Pelion

36

36

36

Kia Ora
Windy Ridge

20
16

16
12

16
12

Pine Valley
Narcissus

20
18

16
16

16
14

Echo Point

8

4

4

Some of the huts have verandahs (either enclosed or open) on at least one of its sides.
These provide: additional space for cooking; a storage area for packs and/or gear
during wet weather; additional communal space; and during wet weather they are
regularly used as overflow sleeping areas.
Each public hut location is also supplied with nil-discharge toilet facilities, as listed in
Table 5 below. Other sites where toilets are present are also listed.
Table 5. Toilet facilities at each hut
Hut
Kitchen Hut
Waterfall Valley
Windermere
Old Pelion
New Pelion
Kia Ora
Du Cane Hut
Windy Ridge
Pine Valley
Narcissus
Echo Point

4-berth alternating
batch system toilet

Clivus Multrum
composting toilet

Full fly-out system
1
1
Nil
1
1
Nil
1
2 berth only
Nil
Full fly-out system

Nil
1
1
Long drop (pit) only
Nil
Closed
Hole in the ground
Nil
Nil
1
Nil

Other infrastructure at overnight nodes includes:
•

group and independent timber campsite platforms (see 3.6.3 below);

•

water tanks with hut roof catchments and tap supply (external to hut);
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•

timber platform helipads;

•

hardened tracks (timber boardwalk or stone/gravel) linking various elements;

•

toilet liquid waste disposal units (‘hazardous waste fly out receptacles’);

•

heating fuel facilities in the form of either bulk gas bottles (Pelion Hut
northwards) or coal bins (south of Pelion); and

•

management storage and/or living space attached to main hut (Waterfall,
Windermere, Kia Ora, Windy Ridge, and Pine Valley) or in separate hut (Pelion,
Narcissus).

3.6.3 Campsites
The main designated campsites on the Overland Track are located with the huts. The
estimated tent capacity (number of individuals who can camp, some sharing tents) at
each major overnight node has been calculated, and is presented in Table 6 below.
Table 6. Tent capacities at each of the main overnight nodes
Camping Area
Waterfall (no tent platforms)
Windermere
Pelion
Kia Ora
Windy Ridge
Pine Valley (no tent platforms)
Narcissus (no tent platforms)

Tent capacity
15
20
20
15
13
15
12

Purpose built group campsites have been constructed at the main overnight nodes
from Waterfall to Windy Ridge. They have been designed to cater for 13 individuals
(up to seven tents).
Current policy allows walkers to camp anywhere else along the track, but in practice
most walkers use the huts and associated campsites. Frog Flats and Du Cane Hut are
the only other overnight sites that are used regularly. These sites have no
infrastructure.

3.6.4 Private Huts
There are five huts operated by Cradle Huts Pty Ltd. They are of a consistent size and
cater for up to ten clients and two guides in twin share accommodation. The huts are
located slightly off the main track and largely out of sight of it so that most walkers
are unaware of their existence. They are more luxurious than the public huts with
bedding provided, showers, drying room, cooking and food storage facilities. The
huts have internal composting toilets. All black waste is flown out and disposed of
off-park.
The Cradle Huts are located at:
•

Barn Bluff;

•

Pine Forest Moor;

•

Pelion;

•

Kia Ora; and

•

Windy Ridge.
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The Cradle Huts have associated infrastructure including tracks linking the huts to
the Overland (some with minimal hardening), external water tanks and gas bottles
and timber platform helipads. All huts are serviced primarily by air.

3.6.5 Other sites of note
In addition to the main overnight nodes and historic hut sites there are two other
sites of interest for the Overland Track Recreation Zone.
Scott Kilvert Memorial Hut – Lake Rodway.
An alternative and increasingly popular route out of Cradle Valley is via Hansons
Peak and east of Cradle Mountain to Lake Rodway. The hut was built in 1966 as a
memorial to David Kilvert and Ewan Scott who died of exposure in the area on a
school trip in 1965. The A-frame two-storey hut has no sleeping platforms, and
walkers sleep on the floor of the loft. There is limited camping at the site and no tent
platforms are provided. A modified septic dry composting toilet is also located at this
site.
Forth Valley Lookout
Between Windermere and Pelion Huts, along Pine Forest Moor, a popular lunch site
is the Forth Valley Lookout. Walkers leave their packs at the track junction and walk
to the edge of the moor. There are spectacular views to Mt Oakleigh, up the River
Forth and across to Mt Emmett. There is no infrastructure at the site, and the edges
are quite precipitous.

3.6.6 Signs
Beyond the day-walk areas at each end of the track, signs are limited to direction
signs at track junctions, some revegetation signs, site orientation signs, and a limited
number of locality signs.
Directional signs on the Overland Track, beyond day walk areas, are sawn timber
planks on timber posts with routed lettering, but with variation in materials and
lettering style along the track. Most signs north of Pelion Gap are CCA treated pine
with raw timbers to the south. Apart from some painted signs at the northern end, all
signs are unpainted. Directional signs include a destination place name and arrow,
plus walking times at major nodes (huts and some intersections).
Locality signs in the same styles as the directional signs are in place at Lake Holmes,
Frog Flats, Forth River, Pelion Gap and Du Cane Gap with one sign hand-carved into
a boardwalk plank at Pine Forest Moor. The signs at the two gaps include the
altitude.
Colour printed metal signs have been used for specific purposes. They include permit
compliance signs at several locations within day-walk areas at each end of the
Overland Track, and revegetation signs at various locations along the track and at
overnight nodes. There are printed metal site orientation signs at each of the major
overnight nodes, providing a mud map of each site. At the main entry points to the
Overland Track there are welcome signs informing walkers of the booking system.
Metal signs have also been used to identify the group campsite at each location.
Other than the walking times provided at major nodes, there are no distance markers.
Track markers
Track marker posts are in place on sections of track through areas of open vegetation
subject to snow and as needed in forested sections. Track marker posts are currently a
mix of old and new, and of inconsistent style and material along the track. Old posts
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are either square posts of split King Billy pine or round or split bush timber, with
orange fabric markers or red-and-white painted tin cans to increase their visibility.
Most old posts are 1m to 1.5m in height.
New posts are either black or galvanised steel star pickets (mostly in the north) or
bush rounds for tall posts and shorter split King Billy pine posts (in the south). Recent
posts incorporate the Australian Standard (AS 2156.1) isosceles triangle track marker
in orange-painted metal.
All track posts and markers may be seen to detract from the aesthetics of the track but
are necessary in some areas and places to ensure walkers can find and follow the
track, especially in snow.
Steel star pickets are practical, efficient and durable, but ‘industrial’ in appearance
and detract from the aesthetics of the track. The use of Australian Standard compliant
markers is appropriate, and their colour is suitable, but the sharp-pointed metal
markers create a safety issue when bolted to a star picket, and add to the ‘industrial’
tone.
Selection of the most appropriate type of posts to use for each section of the track
should be based on a consideration of the practical and aesthetic issues. Generally,
star pickets are the most suitable choice for exposed ridges as they can achieve the
necessary height and are durable in the prevailing weather conditions. In the south,
the height of star pickets is not required and timber markers can be used with less
visual impact. In all areas, excess posts will be removed and all markers will be the
Australian Standard triangle.

3.7

Interpretation
Apart from within the Cradle Valley day-walk area, there is no on-track
interpretation on the Overland in compliance with the WHAMP. Most huts (Kitchen,
Old Waterfall, Windermere, New Pelion, Kia Ora, and Windy Ridge) contain older
information/interpretive panels on the local environment which are dated and
visually unengaging.
The historic Old Pelion and Du Cane Huts have interpretive panels that describe the
history of each area respectively.
Pine Valley Hut has newer panels in response to specific local environmental and
safety issues. These panels include information presented in German and Japanese.
The five main public huts have mounted copies of the current track map. Some toilet
walls are equipped with a black-and-white cartoon style minimum impact
bushwalking poster.
Current interpretation at huts is dated and lacks a strategic approach. Key
interpretive themes for the track have been developed (outlined in 4.4), and planning
is currently underway to install new interpretive materials at the huts along the track.
Walkers also have access to the information and interpretation provided on the park
map (which most carry) and an Overland Track walkers notebook (which some
carry). The track map and walkers notebook have recently been fully revised and
updated to include the new interpretive themes developed. The walkers notebook
has been published under the new title ‘Overland Track: One walk, many journeys’.
The map and booklet can be purchased online when booking a trip on the Overland.
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4. Management Strategies
Management of the Overland Track has progressively been improving in accordance
with the provisions of the WHA management plan. For example, there have been
significant improvements in track work, rehabilitation of many degraded sites,
improved remote area toilet systems and other infrastructure, and the introduction of
the fuel stove only policy.
This section of the Recreation Zone Plan sets out more detailed strategies and actions
for improving the visitor experience of the Overland Track while protecting,
conserving and presenting the natural and cultural heritage.
The strategies for addressing the objectives outlined in Chapter 2 are:
•

Establishing a set of design principles and guidelines for the Overland to achieve
the preferred recreation experiences outlined in Section 2.2.

•

Improving the facilities for staff working on the Overland to meet occupational
health and safety obligations.

•

Improving the interpretation of the Overland and the ways in which it is
presented for walkers.

Each of the issues will be dealt with under the headings of Background, Purpose and
Management Strategy on a site by site basis. This is preceded by a section covering
the planning and design principles for the Recreation Zone.

4.1

Planning and Design Principles
4.1.1 Background
To guide development of the Recreation Zone Plan, meetings were held with staff
and stakeholders to identify those areas where improvements could be made on the
Overland. The following key needs were identified:
Planning
•

Improved site planning for key visitor nodes.

•

Adequate planning for track entry and exit points and inter-relationship with
day-use areas and visitors.

•

A cyclic maintenance schedule.

Experiential
•

Design of start and finish points needs to reflect the unique nature of the
Overland; to create a ‘sense of place’ and a ‘sense of arrival/departure’.

•

A cohesive experience through the application of a consistent design approach
based on recognisable themes that reflect and enhance the values and
environment of the walk and consequently the experience.

•

Design themes inspired by the World Heritage and other natural and cultural
values and the environment of the Overland that are reflected in the design of
infrastructure, interpretation and associated reference material.
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•

Consistent recognition of the importance of commercial group experiences, and
support for the highest level of standards and support for these operators
(separate camps; food storage; etc.)

Overnight nodes (huts and campsites)
•

An agreed capacity for each hut and campsite consistent with booking system.

•

Separation between cooking/social space and sleeping areas within huts.

•

Improved privacy in huts.

•

External roofed areas (e.g. verandahs) on huts to improve functionality (wet gear
storage), provide overflow capacity and wet-weather cooking areas for tentbased campers.

•

Emergency access and egress.

•

Improved linkage between the overnight nodes and adjacent visitor points of
interest.

•

Design criteria for huts to optimise siting and aesthetic complementarity in local
environment consistent with the presentation of the Overland theme.

•

Improved separation of group and independent walker campsites.

Commercial operations
•

Recognition of the need to provide opportunity for group dynamics and
independent group interaction (e.g. separate camp sites with storage facility and
poles for tarps or cooking shelter; potential for tap.)

•

Clear accountability for site environment (campsites and Cradle Huts).

Track condition, fabric and standards
•

Ongoing program of upgrading track for environmental protection.

•

Some points/junctions on the track (excluding campsites) apart from overnight
nodes will require site hardening for environmental protection.

•

Education of walkers regarding the presence and absence of toilet facilities and
the need for minimal impact.

•

Recognition and preservation of historic features and fabric of the track itself, as
well as the built infrastructure.

Information and interpretation
•

Updated interpretation

Management facilities and services
•

Adequate consideration of Occupational Health and Safety for staff working on
the track, including the provision of accommodation with washing facilities.

•

Adequate infrastructure in place and/or the equipment available to enable staff
to have effective communication at all times

4.1.2 Purpose
The purpose of developing planning and design principles is to ensure infrastructure
upgrades and replacement will be consistent with an overall theme, planned
recreation opportunities, and respond to the issues outlined.
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4.1.3 Principles
Table 7 below sets out the management principles for the Recreation Zone, and the
rationale behind each one.
Table 7. Design principles for the Overland Track Recreation Zone
Principles

Rationale

Overall track route, format and construction
The current route of the track will be maintained, unless
re-alignments can be shown to significantly enhance
the walk experience and/or environmental protection,
and the original track alignment can be successfully
rehabilitated.
Infrastructure, including track construction, will be
limited to the minimum required to provide for the lowimpact and safe passage of projected walker numbers
The Overland Track carrying capacity be maintained at
no more than 60 persons per day

Additional infrastructure10 will not be installed unless
recommended by environmental assessments or visitor
monitoring research by qualified experts in these fields
Hut, campsite and interpretation infrastructure will be
confined to overnight nodes
Overnight nodes will be spaced at variable distances,
consistent with a six-day walk from Cradle Valley to
Narcissus, and to allow sufficient time for side trips
Infrastructure outside the designated overnight nodes
will be limited to the track formation and markers, a
limited number of lookout and rest stop platforms and
historic huts, with the possible exception of a toilet at
Pelion Gap
At some locations, the track will be widened into a
hardened node to provide opportunities for views
and/or to protect the environment (eg. at points of
interest, such as Forth Valley Lookout, or where walkers
congregate, such as Pelion Gap)
Track construction techniques will strive to:

maximise the use of natural and local materials
(wood and stone);

to minimise the use of synthetic and off-site
materials;

to blend with the immediate environment; and

to achieve a rustic and organic ‘feel’ to the track

Maintain historic route of track
Minimise overall impact and
cost of track

Maintain wilderness values and
limit intrusion of facilities
More than 60 persons per day is
likely to significantly impact on
the function of the overnight
nodes and increase the scale of
the environmental and
experiential impacts
To ensure that incremental
development is limited or
scientifically justified
Maintain remote wilderness
experience along the track
Maintain variety and informality
Retain historic locations and
avoid expensive node
relocation
Maintain remote and wilderness
experience
Control intrusion of modern
technology
Enhance experience
Protect track environment
Protect and present World
Heritage and other natural and
cultural values
Protect sense of remoteness and
wilderness
Retain natural character and
control intrusion of modern
technology

10 Proposals for new developments, activities or management actions will be assessed in accordance
with the requirements of the WHA management plan (see WHAMP 1999:68-71).
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Principles
Overall track route, format and construction (cont’d)
As a long term objective to be progressively achieved,
the use of local stone construction11 will be maximised
(recognising the high costs and the ineffectiveness of
stone construction in some environments eg. moorland)

Formal track construction elements such as straight line
structures and sawn edges (including raised boardwalks
of sawn timber) will be minimised
Restoration of degraded sites or values along the track
will be an ongoing management priority.

Rationale
Retain natural character and
control intrusion of modern
technology
Maximise track durability and
minimise cyclic maintenance
costs
Retain natural character and
control intrusion of modern
technology
Restore degraded sites, values
and viewfields along the track.

Infrastructure siting and design
All aspects of management will work together to ensure
that World Heritage values located along the Overland
Track are protected from damage or degradation.
Management will strive at all times to avoid unnecessary
impacts to the natural environment or other natural or
cultural values.

Protect World Heritage values.
Prevent unnecessary impacts to
other natural and cultural
values.

All decisions on structures and materials will be based
upon a careful assessment of all relevant issues and
impacts, with full consideration of any conflict and
compromise between objectives
As much as possible, within the constraints of the sites, all
infrastructure will be sited and designed to minimise
visual intrusion on the natural landscape and will be
located within the existing visitor nodes.

Best practice planning to ensure
all factors are taken into
account and compromises fully
understood
Protect scenic, wilderness and
aesthetic values along the
walking track and national park

Infrastructure will remain a submissive form within the
landscape, integrate with the environment and
enhance the aesthetic experience of visitors
To minimise impact of infrastructure on the environment,
apply principles of environmentally sustainable
development to its design and construction, meet OH&S
requirements and be financially and operationally
efficient

Retain wilderness, scenic and
aesthetic values

The style, form and materials of structures will be
integrated with a consistent design theme and with the
overall branding of the walk

Protect environment & enhance
visual experience
Best environmental practice
Protect the quality of natural
waters
Efficient use of available
resources
Provide a recognisable
landscape response for walking
to complement the surrounding
natural landscape
Enhance the aesthetic
experience and control intrusion
of synthetic elements

11 The use of any natural materials for construction will be in accordance with the provisions of
WHAMP (1999) p.200.
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Principles
Infrastructure siting and design (cont’d)
Infrastructure will: establish and reinforce a consistent
local theme which emphasises aesthetics and reflects
the local environment along the Overland Track;
respond to each site to create a unique experience; be
fit for purpose; optimise capital and maintenance cost;
and minimise adverse environmental impact. Design will
integrate the best precedent, and new ideas and
technology.
Degraded areas caused by removal of infrastructure, or
use around infrastructure, will be rehabilitated12 or reused appropriately.
Historic fabric and examples of earlier techniques and
structures (along the track and other infrastructure) will
be retained where possible
Overnight nodes

Rationale
Apply architectural guidance to
achieve quality facilities in
harmony with their environment

To minimise environmental
impacts
Retain historic values and
provide interpretive
opportunities

Where possible development is to be placed on
disturbed areas, or visitor ‘desire’ areas (eg informal
tracks) or areas where environmental impacts are
minimised. However, low grade environmental impacts
may be permissible where there are significant
recreation benefits.
The spread of infrastructure within overnight nodes will
be confined to as small an area as practical, consistent
with site constraints and providing appropriate
separation of elements
All visitor infrastructure will be connected by hardened
tracks
Each overnight node will be distinctive to the site but
consistent in visual style with other overnight nodes

Best environmental and
protected area recreation
management practice

A single public hut providing walker accommodation will
be the focus of the overnight nodes

Dominant destination point

Each overnight node will have only one toilet except: a)
at the high use nodes which may have two only; b)
where there are environmental health or OH&S reasons
for installation of toilets away from overnight nodes e.g.
possibly Pelion Gap
Services provided at public huts will be limited to basic
shelter, sleeping space, living/cooking space, external
water supply, liquid waste management,
heating/drying, interpretation, logbooks and safety
features, and will exclude bedding, cooking equipment,
lighting and internal water supply
Other services/facilities provided at overnight nodes will
include a hardened group campsite, an adequate
number of other campsites (provided with tent platforms
or otherwise hardened as necessary), adequate toilets,
a helipad, a management hut with water tanks.

Toilets create an impact on the
environment and visual
appearance of the overnight
nodes

Control overall impact of nodes
and retain wilderness values
and experience on remainder
of track
Reduce erosion from tracking
Respond to immediate
landscape & environment to
ensure integration with
surrounding landscape while
maintaining a recognisable
feature. Enhance aesthetics

Promote principle of selfreliance in a remote setting and
control cost of services

Provide for a range of markets
Protect the environment
Provide for operational
requirements

12 Plans for rehabilitation will take account of the fact that rehabilitation rates can be extremely slow
and difficult in some environments along the Overland Track e.g. active rehabilitation of track braiding
on Cradle Cirque achieved rehabilitation rates of less than 1% per annum (Comfort, pers. comm.).
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Principles

Rationale

Overnight nodes (cont’d)
All services provided at overnight nodes and in huts will
be sufficient for projected usage and a high level of
functionality

Ensure a quality experience
while limiting infrastructure

The layout of infrastructure within the nodes will provide
some separation from different user groups (free
campers, group campers, hut users) and from service
infrastructure including management huts
The approach to the overnight node will conceal the
overnight site as much as possible. The hut should be
clearly visible once the overnight site is revealed.

Avoid user conflict & maintain
wilderness values

Environmentally sensitive areas will be protected from
impacts. The location of any new infrastructure will be
carefully considered to minimise impacts on the natural,
cultural and scenic values. Where feasible slash or soil
removed during construction activities will be utilised to
assist the rehabilitation of nearby degraded areas.
Toilets will be located for access by all users and be
inconspicuous within the site particularly from campsites
and the hut and from approaches. Toilet siting also
needs to consider the requirements for sunlight, air
movement, and helicopter long line access to facilitate
their effective operation.

Best environmental practice

Management huts should be located to provide privacy
for management. Management huts will have separate
areas for sleeping and tool/equipment storage
Within the environmental constraints of each location,
tent platforms will be separated from the Overland Track
and each other, except where there is screening
vegetation
Group platforms will be separated from other user
groups and will include a discrete lockable storage
facility and demountable poles to support temporary
shelter for eating areas
Where site planning recognises a need to establish
group campsites a distance from toilet facilities, a
separate group toilet may be considered.
Huts and tent platforms will be oriented for views and
sunlight where possible
Support facilities such as gas bottles, water tanks, and
food lockers will be hidden

To create a stronger sense of
the node being part of the
natural environment, arrival and
surprise

Ensure toilets will be used
Enhance the visual amenity and
visitor experience of the overall
visitor node
Retain wilderness value and
experience
For OH&S reasons, staff working
on the track need to have
private space for rest
Provide some privacy consistent
with maintaining some
wilderness values during stay
Minimise user conflicts and
enhance group experience

Ensure toilets will be used, best
environmental practice.
Reduce heating requirements,
maximise passive solar input
and minimise damp problems
Protect scenic values and
aesthetics within visitor nodes
and from approaches.

Signs
Infrastructure design guidelines will be applied to the
location and design of signs and track markers, with style
to be consistent along the whole track

Track markers will be minimised, and used to define the
track alignment only where necessary for walker safety
and to protect the environment (eg. open areas subject
to snow, some forest areas)
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Principles

Rationale

Signs (cont’d)
Directional signs will be used only at major intersections
and at visitor nodes, and locality signs will be strictly
limited to a few key locations along the track and on
huts

Minimise infrastructure and
visual intrusion along track to
retain wilderness value and
experience

Printed material and signs at overnight nodes will be the
primary means of meeting information and
interpretation needs.

Minimise infrastructure and
visual intrusion along track to
retain wilderness value and
experience
Minimise visual intrusion and
encourage self-reliance

Distance markers will not be used
Commercial Hut sites
Apply public hut principles for commercial hut sites ie.
be sympathetic to the local natural and visual
environment and minimise impacts.
Recommend duplication of interpretive materials
provided at public huts installed in private huts.

Protect scenic values and
aesthetics within visitor nodes
Best environmental practice
Uniformity communicating the
themes and messages of the
Overland including presentation
of the World Heritage and other
natural and cultural values.

4.1.4 Operational requirements
In the application of the design principles consideration will be given to operational
and management constraints such as:
•

Landing access by helicopter to each node and by long line to each toilet and fuel
facility.

•

Toilet exposure and orientation to sunlight and air movement to optimise their
composting function.

•

Management huts developed at each site which are separated but close to the
main visitor areas, in keeping with design principles and themes established for
other track infrastructure.

4.1.5 Reserve Standards Framework
The PWS Reserves Standards Framework (PWS 2003) defines standards and
maintenance requirements for services and assets across parks and reserves in
Tasmania. The Overland Track Recreation Zone has been assessed under this
framework. The existing service levels, proposed aspirational service levels and an
extract from the RSF handbook defining model service levels are included in
Appendices C and D.

4.2

The Character and Design Theme
The following general recommendations apply the design principles to specific
elements of the whole track. Detailed recommendations for each site are shown in
later sections on a site by site basis.

4.2.1 Background
The character of the Overland Track will be sustained through the use of appropriate
site planning and infrastructure design. The sense of place will also be created by
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designing and planning infrastructure around themes and elements inspired by the
unique landscape character and values of the Overland.

4.2.2 Purpose
The themes will become an important feature of the walk and will be incorporated in
the design of infrastructure and associated reference material. As such it will ensure
the presentation of both infrastructure and collateral will be consistent, recognisable
as ‘the Overland’ and of a style, form and quality that is consistent with the landscape
and experience of the walk.
The quality and design of infrastructure has a strong influence on the quality of the
experience gained. It is therefore essential that the infrastructure is consistent in
theme and is placed to reflect the quality and character of the surrounding landscape.

4.2.3 Management Recommendations
The following themes have been identified and placed in a hierarchy of importance
according to the defining characteristics of ‘the Overland’. They will be the basis for
all infrastructure and interpretive material designs.
The key theme is inspired by the nature of the landscape; that is, the dominating
rugged mountains, dolerite outcrops and lakes. These are unique features along the
walk and clearly define all other elements within the landscape. The key theme can
be defined by rugged ridgelines and mountains, reflective lakes, columnar dolerite
outcrops, earth colours, strong robust vertical elements and glacial activity. This
theme will be carried through the zone in graphic material, on interpretation signs
and collateral reference material.
The secondary themes are inspired by the immediate or small scale landscape
features including rivers and streams, the vegetation types, the diversity of unique
endemic plant species and muted natural colours.
Of importance is the effect of weather on the local environment especially the
weathering effect of the snow and rain. It is the ‘new’ rather than weathered
appearance that often defines synthetic elements imposed on the landscape.
Therefore the construction of infrastructure will promote weathering to carry through
the landscape character.
To a lesser extent, past land uses and practices along the track and existing structure
forms will be an input into the design of infrastructure. The buildings and other
structures need to be simple in form, rustic and ‘weathered’ in appearance.
Where possible local materials13 and recycled materials should be used including
rock and timber to carry through the design themes. Any rock types used should be
compatible with the local geology and should minimise impacts on the geoheritage
values of the WHA.
Hut design will be based on cultural themes, to remain simple in form and be rustic
and ‘weathered’ in appearance to ensure consistency throughout the walk. The
design will incorporate environmental best practice and use materials that reflect and
are sensitive to the surrounding environment. Each hut will be designed to respond
individually to the surrounding landscape and setting.
Directional signs will be consistent throughout the track and of a style that reflects
both the cultural and historical values, and environment of the track. It will be
compliant with the standards set in the PWS Sign Manual.
13 In accordance with the provisions of WHAMP (1999) p.200 regarding the use of natural materials for
management purposes.
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4.3

The Walking Track
4.3.1 Background
The Overland Track has a rich and varied history as outlined previously. The track is
currently classified to Australian Standard Class 3. The route in the Recreation Zone
commences at Ronny Creek, ascends to the Cradle Plateau via Crater Lake and
Marion’s Lookout. From Kitchen Hut the track leaves the day use area and continues
to Narcissus Bay via the route shown in Map 2.
At Narcissus Bay the track continues along the lake foreshore via Echo Point.
However, the majority of Overland walkers catch the ferry down Lake St Clair rather
than add an extra day to their journey.

4.3.2 Purpose
The track provides a route for walkers to follow whilst undertaking their journey.
The track is a historic route, a bushwalk, and a journey through a variety of
landscapes. The track provides a clear path for walkers to follow, with varied
surfaces reflecting the changing landscape and track construction techniques over
time. The track works are for environmental protection from walker impacts,
particularly to reduce braiding and track expansion in the boggy sections.

4.3.3 Management strategy
This section includes recommendations for the planning and design for the track as a
whole, as well as infrastructure dispersed along the track (i.e. excluding
infrastructure which is concentrated at the main overnight nodes).
Track format, route and facilities recommendations
•

Retain the current spacing of overnight nodes in the short term.

•

Retain the current track alignment in the short to medium term in recognition of
the environmental impacts of track re-alignments and the historic value of the
existing track.

•

Progressively consider options for re-alignment and/or short side-tracks which
will enhance the experience of the walk and/or improve environmental
protection; taking into account the feasibility of, and requirements for, successful
rehabilitation of the former track alignment and any new disturbed areas.

•

Retain existing platforms at Marions Lookout, Lake Will junction, Pelion Gap and
Pelion Creek Bridge. Construct new platforms at the lookout below Marions
(stone), Forth Valley Lookout (stone), Forth Valley Lookout junction (timber),
D’Alton and Hartnett Falls junction, and the turn off to Pine Valley. Ensure all
platforms are consistent with the track design code.

•

Incorporate informal low sitting benches of rocks or split logs at some hardened
track intersections. The benches are to take advantage of views, and to be clear of
the walking track.

•

Generally restrict toilet facilities to the main overnight nodes, but maintain a
watching brief on other potential problem sites (e.g. Pelion Gap) through the
ongoing program of environmental monitoring. If appropriate, install low-key,
discrete, no-discharge toilets.

•

Restrict the provision of campsite platforms to the main overnight nodes.
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•

Continue to monitor other campsites along the Overland outside the main
overnight nodes. If environmental impacts become significant manage them
through camping restrictions rather than site hardening.

Track fabric recommendations

4.4

•

Prepare a comprehensive audit of the entire track, documenting technique,
existing condition, lifespan and prepare a prioritised schedule of trackwork for
immediate implementation.

•

Continue the program of track upgrading in response to environmental needs
(rather than walker comfort).

•

Adopt a design guide for track construction that establishes the highest natural
character by maximising the use of natural and on-site materials and organic
shapes and minimising the use of straight lines and synthetic materials
(consistent with environmental protection). The guide will include provisions for
assessing and minimising the environmental impacts of removing stone and
other local materials on geoheritage and other values, and include guidelines for
rehabilitating disturbed sites.

•

As a long term objective to be progressively achieved, construct as much of the
track as possible from local stone/gravel (recognising the high costs but also long
durability of these techniques, as well as the fact that stone is not an effective
material for all environments, e.g. on moorland).

•

Retain historic fabric and examples of earlier techniques where possible (even in
parallel with new structures) and adopt track construction as an interpretive
theme.

•

Seek a less intrusive alternative to chicken wire as an anti-slip treatment for
timber walkways.

Interpretive Infrastructure, Methods and Materials
4.4.1 Background
Interpretive and instructional material on the Overland Track is as follows:
•

directional signs;

•

track markers;

•

regulatory signs;

•

interpretive materials provided on the back of the Cradle Mountain – Lake St
Clair National Park Map & Notes;

•

the Overland Track Walkers Notebook (One Walk Many Journeys);

•

limited interpretive materials provided at the public huts;

•

information provided through the parks website, and the overlandtrack.com.au
website; and

•

face to face information provided by Overland Track Rangers and commercial
tour guides.

There is an interpretation framework for both the Cynthia Bay and Cradle Valley day
use areas, and an Overland Track interpretation plan is currently being produced.
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4.4.2 Purpose
The purpose of interpretation is to add to the visitor experience through the provision
of appropriate information in creative and engaging ways that is appropriate to its
audience. Interpretation is also an important tool for teaching visitors about the
values of the Tasmanian Wilderness WHA, and for conveying important
management messages, such as how to stay safe and how to minimise impacts.
For example, the use of signs and track markers is necessary for walker safety, but
needs to be tempered to maintain the self-reliant experience of the walk.

4.4.3 Management strategy
This section includes recommendations for all interpretation of the entire zone,
including track markers, directional signs and educative materials.
Interpretation
Apply the following key themes for interpretation on the Overland:
Key theme – One walk, many journeys.
Sub themes:
•

Aboriginal pathways, use and connections;

•

European exploration and usage, recreation;

•

Track construction – history, varied responses to construction issues, personal
stories;

•

Landscape development – glaciation, etc;

•

Biodiversity development – evolution and significance of Tasmanian biota;

•

The role and value of wilderness and world heritage;

•

Your journey, safety and minimising impacts.

Other recommendations for interpretation include:
•

Prepare a comprehensive interpretation plan for the whole of the Overland,
complementary to the PWS interpretation framework and Cradle Valley
interpretation plan.

•

Install detailed interpretive panels inside all main public huts, placed for
maximum accessibility (i.e. not in places likely to be crowded or blocked).
Interpretive signs to be professionally designed, attractive and engaging, with
clear and concise graphics and text and track branding.

•

Include an Overland Track map as a separate panel inside each main public hut.

•

Interpretation themes should represent the immediate values and features
around the hut and those to be discovered on the forthcoming and/or previous
section of the walk.

•

Ensure written material walkers carry is complementary to the overall
interpretation plan; expound the same themes; and use graphics and layouts
complementary to the look and feel of materials on the track.

•

Review interpretation materials every five to ten years, to ensure they retain a
fresh appearance and currency. All materials (written and interpretive panels)
should be reviewed simultaneously to ensure consistency.

•

Where appropriate, information should be translated into other languages, either
in situ or by providing separate elements (e.g. maps and booklet) in other
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languages. This will require an assessment of what other languages are most
needed. To ensure high quality, all translations will be undertaken by accredited
translators.
Directional signs
•

Maintain direction signs at all track intersections and a limited number of locality
signs.

•

Limit the use of coloured metal signs to the overnight nodes.

•

All directional signs to be consistent with the standards set in the PWS sign
manual for backcountry signs.

•

Incorporate locality signs into existing structures (e.g. bridges, boardwalks) by
routing an existing board to avoid the imposition of an additional structure.
Label huts in the same manner, such as by incorporating the name in the fascia.

•

All directional signs within the overnight nodes to match those along the track
carrying through a clearly identifiable style and theme.

•

Install a site map at an appropriate location in the vicinity of each major public
hut to show the layout of facilities including individual and group camping areas
and toilets.

•

Include inside the hut and toilets any necessary signs about hut etiquette,
operation and safety.

Markers

4.5

•

Limit track markers to the minimum required where the track may be obscured
by snow or are otherwise not obvious. Remove those no longer required.

•

Where required along the track, use appropriate posts with orange metal
isosceles triangle markers to comply with Australian Standards. Attach the
markers so they do not protrude dangerously beyond the post.

•

Exclude distance markers from along the track. These would detract from the
principle of self-reliance and wilderness values and increase visual intrusion.

Overnight Nodes
4.5.1 Background
There are five main overnight nodes (or sites) along the Overland. Travelling from
North to South they are Waterfall Valley, Windermere, Pelion, Kia Ora and Windy
Ridge. Pine Valley is a side trip off the main route, and about 65% of its use is by
walkers undertaking the full Overland. Narcissus is at the northern end of Lake St
Clair, and is not as heavily used as the other huts, as most walkers will catch the
ferry, or continue to Echo Point if they are going to walk to Cynthia Bay.
The overnight nodes are not evenly spaced along the track, adding to the diversity of
the journey. The location of many of the sites is historical, reflecting past uses of the
area, including mining and grazing. At each of the main overnight nodes there is a
basic walkers hut, tank water, toilets, a group camping area, staff facilities (quality
varies greatly from site to site, ranging from a separate hut to a cupboard), tent
platforms (or designated camping area), a helipad and gas or coal supplies to service
hut heating.
As outlined previously, much of the infrastructure developed on the track has been
on an ad hoc basis, responding to environmental impacts and walker need, with very
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little overall planning. This situation has been exacerbated by not having the
Overland Track managed as a single journey, but being operated by two separate
field centres with very little over-lap and different priorities. The historic boundary
for the track in the past was Pelion Gap. Since 2003 the track has been managed as a
single operation.

4.5.2 Purpose
The overnight nodes are a key part of the experience of the journey. They offer
shelter, water, accommodation options, and a place to rest and socialise with other
walkers. The facilities are all designed to reduce environmental impact, and serve the
dual purpose of concentrating walking impact in a location where management can
deal with it easily.

4.5.3 Management Strategy
Specific recommendations for individual sites are included in later sections on a site
by site basis.
General overnight node recommendations
Prepare a routine and cyclic maintenance schedule for all infrastructure.
As overnight infrastructure becomes due for replacement, reconsider the best location
from the perspectives of practicality, operations, environmental impact, aesthetics
and experience.
Overnight nodes to include a minimum independent walker capacity of 40,
configured as 24 hut beds (except Pelion which has a capacity of 36) and 10 tent sites.
Include a single group campsite for 13 persons at each node.
Monitor usage under the booking system and re-assess these capacities if necessary.
Progressively re-configure hut and campsite capacities to the recommended level,
consistent with the design code.
Accept that hut capacities may be overloaded from time to time (in wet weather) and
that internal and verandah floor space will be adequate to cope.
Continue to monitor other overnight nodes that do not have tent platforms (Pelion,
Pine Valley, Narcissus, and Echo Point) to ensure environmental impacts and
campsite stability remain within acceptable levels, and construct platforms as
required.
Monitor usage of the existing group tent sites and enlarge slightly if required.
Locate all facilities off the main track and not visible from the track.
Ensure group sites, other tent sites and huts are visually separated from each other.
Ensure all huts and tent platforms/sites are within 100m of toilets wherever possible.
Provide hardened tracks linking all site elements.
Discretely locate all support infrastructure (eg. helipad, water tanks, gas bottles, coal
bins, and toilet pod ‘sputniks’) to avoid key view catchments and vistas.
Place huts discretely but with good solar exposure (proven to be necessary for damp
control and passive heating).
Huts (public, private and management)
Huts to be functional but also creatively and interestingly designed. Relating the hut
to the surrounding environment and values will encourage variety in design.
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Huts should contain separate living and sleeping areas (divided by at least a closable
door, or accommodated in separate structures closely linked with a short covered
walkway).
Each hut provide a total internal floor space of at least 3.3 square meters per person,
including a sleeping space of 1.8 square meters (2 by 0.9m) and 1.5 square meters
communal space.
Living, seating and cooking space to be commensurate with a sleeping capacity of 24.
Seating/tables for at least 24 people.
Total cooking bench length of 12m (i.e. 12 spaces of one metre each, assuming an
average cooking group of two persons) and 0.5m to 0.8m wide.
Covered verandah space of at least 20 square metres (for boots, pack and parka
storage, overflow and fine weather seating), plus cooking bench length (as above) of
at least 6 metres (for campers when raining). Depending on aspect and exposure,
some verandahs may need to include an outside wall.
Support infrastructure (water tanks, gas bottles, etc) to be minimised and located
outside main views and approach lines, preferably behind the hut. The tanks should
be accessible by hardened track to avoid mud being bought into the hut.
Maintain the provision of heating at the huts, whilst continuing to investigate
alternative heating solutions to meet best practice environmental standards. Continue
to seek solutions to existing operating and maintenance issues.
The detailed design of public huts should include the following:
•

natural daylight lighting provided by skylights, windows, etc;

•

dominant use of natural materials, colours and textures with synthetic and
reflective elements minimised;

•

split roofline with celestory (highlight) windows for natural light and passive
solar heating;

•

windows to be double glazed;

•

kitchen and dining areas to be separated from sleeping area by a wall and door;

•

exterior to be cladding weathered to integrate into surrounding landscape;

•

any paint to be coloured to complement the weathered colour of cladding and to
reduce the visual impact;

•

interior to be light-coloured lining ;

•

roof to be colour-bond and to match the surrounding landscape (i.e. not
necessarily the same for all huts);

•

consider including other elements sympathetic to local historic hut construction
styles, e.g. exposed round timber beams/pillars inside huts;

•

minimise use of reflective materials such as corrugated polycarbonate especially
on the roof;

•

CCA treated pine not be used in areas in which hand contact is likely, because of
health risks;

•

passive solar heating (i.e. sun exposure - also reduces mould development);

•

under cover access to water, e.g. at end of verandah (to reduce repeated passages
from the outside weather and ground surface);

•

adequate numbers of hooks on verandahs and inside; and
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•

safety features including fire extinguishers, fire blankets and sign-posted
evacuation plan.

Management huts
Establish management huts adjacent to each overnight node (including Narcissus and
Pine Valley, but not Echo Point), but separated by sound and sight (30m - 100m).
Each hut to accommodate up to four staff.
Incorporate sleeping, cooking, living, washing, storage and basic workshop facilities,
plus water supply, heating and grey water disposal.
Hardened foot access to public facilities.
Longline helicopter access (also serviced by main helipad at each node).
Apply the same detailed design guidelines as for public huts.
Commercial huts
Follow the same design, location and environmental principles as public huts.
Reduce the amount of ‘clutter’ currently around each hut. Allow a small shed if
necessary.
Additional commercial operations or huts to follow the approval process outlined in
the WHAMP.
Toilets
Recommend retention of the double batching composting toilet system given its
environmental and cost benefits (compared with full fly out).
Review all non double batching toilets along the track and upgrade where require.
Continue to monitor the effectiveness of the toilets, and keep investigating alternative
toilet options that may be more cost and environmentally effective.
Only one double batch toilet provided for each site except for the high use sites of
Waterfall, Pelion, and Windermere.
Relocate either the main track or the toilets where they are in close proximity.
Modify the external appearance of the existing toilets to reduce their visual
dominance so they blend more closely into the environment, and match the external
cladding guidelines for the huts.
Locate all new toilets discretely so as not to intrude on the entry experience into the
overnight nodes from the walking track or other main views.

4.5.4 Site specific recommendations
Kitchen Hut
Update the 1994 Conservation Plan and implement recommendations.
Retain the hut as emergency shelter only.
Install appropriate interpretation outlining the history of the hut and its construction.
Reduce informal tracking by formalizing preferred track alignments (under Cradle
Mountain).
Waterfall Valley
Investigate sites for and construct platforms for 10 tents (if possible) at Waterfall
Valley not within the main viewfield from either hut.
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Investigate converting Old Waterfall Hut to a management hut to minimise the
number of buildings at the site.
Work with the Aboriginal community to resolve access to the waterfalls, either:
formalising and hardening one access route only; or closing all access with respect to
site significance and community wishes, providing appropriate interpretation of this
decision.
Renovate existing hut inline with the design guidelines and principles.
Rehabilitate degraded camping areas close to the hut.
When required upgrade the Clivus toilet.
Windermere
When Windermere Hut is due for replacement, investigate options for a new site
further south to reduce pressure on the Windermere Lake environment and shorten
the longest day’s walk.
Realign the hut interior and install verandahs, inline with the design guidelines and
principles.
Investigate relocating the group camping area to a less visually intrusive site, and
leave smaller platforms in its place.
When required upgrade the Clivus toilet.
Frog Flats
Continue to monitor camping impacts at the site. If degradation occurs management
by exclusion rather than site hardening preferred.
Pelion Plains
Update the 1994 Conservation Plan for Old Pelion Hut and implement
recommendations.
Retain Old Pelion Hut as emergency shelter only; close the pit toilet at the site.
Monitor the need for and install additional toilets at Pelion if they are required.
Investigate options for tent platforms below the hut, away from senescing trees.
Re-alignment of entry track to approach the front of the hut.
Retain Ranger’s Hut in existing location and address maintenance shortfalls.
Remove the old toilet building.
Kia Ora
Rehabilitate between tent platforms to provide more privacy and solitude.
Re orient the hut north facing in the long term when due for replacement to improve
solar activity.
Renovate existing hut inline with the design guidelines and principles.
If additional toilets required, upgrade the Clivus toilet.
Du Cane
Retain the hut as emergency shelter only.
Rehabilitate old toilet site (a generous description of a hole in the ground).
Update the 1994 Conservation Plan for Du Cane Hut and implement
recommendations.
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Windy Ridge
Replace existing hut, at present location using design guidelines and principles.
Construct new entry trail to the private hut away from the public hut and no longer
crossing the helipad.
Pine Valley
Investigate sites for and construct platforms for 10 tents (if possible) in Pine Valley. A
full viewscape analysis will be required.
When due for replacement, either relocate or reorient hut to improve solar activity.
Monitor need for additional toilets.
Monitor need for dedicated group camping area.
Upgrade the existing toilet, and relocate to improve solar and air movement function.
Narcissus
Replacement of hut required within five years. This will require first an historic
assessment based on a review of the existing Conservation Plan for the Hut (Noble
1994).
The new hut will be consistent Overland Track type hut style as detailed in the
design guidelines and principles.
When required upgrade the toilet facilities at the site.
Create a sense of arrival through the site planning with the provision of gathering/
waiting areas around the hut and adjacent to the river.
Incorporate an exit sign to indicate the finish of the walk. The exit sign is the match of
that located at Ronny Creek.
Install directional signs for the camping areas and monitor camping areas to
determine if tent platforms are required.
Echo Point
Update 1994 Conservation Plan for Echo Point Hut, and implement
recommendations.
Monitor camping areas if tent platforms are required.
Investigate options to upgrade the toilet at Echo Point given limited options based on
site restraints.

4.6

Recommendations for Other Key Areas
4.6.1 Ronny Creek
Background
Ronny Creek is a recognised node in the Pencil Pine – Cradle Valley Visitor Services
Zone Plan. The Visitor Services Zone Plan deals with the area in a more thorough
and comprehensive manner than this plan.
Ronny Creek has a small sealed car park that is currently used by short-stop day
users and overnight walkers on the Overland. There is a small walker’s registration
booth and some picnic tables beside the River. No day use toilets are currently
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provided in the area. Visitors to Ronny Creek are required to share Waldheim cabin
toilets behind Waldheim Chalet.
Purpose
Relevant to this plan, as identified in the Visitor Services Plan, Ronny Creek will be
promoted as the preferred starting point for the Overland.
Management strategy
It is recognised Ronny Creek is principally a day use area of Cradle Valley. However,
to clearly identify the area as part of the Overland entry signs will be installed.
The design of the signs will be inspired by the primary design theme - that is, being
columnar and robust in form and be of materials that represent the Overland.
The entry point signs for the Overland will be located in a separate area, along the
boardwalk away from the day use picnic and car parking area.
There is limited car parking available at the Ronny Creek car park, and the Pencil
Pine—Cradle Valley Visitor Services Zone Plan (PWS, 2006) does not propose to
expand this parking area. Overnight walkers will be encouraged to use the shuttle
bus to access Ronny Creek, or walk from the boardwalk at the Cradle Mountain
Visitors Centre.

4.6.2 Scott Kilvert Memorial Hut – Lake Rodway
Background
Scott Kilvert Memorial Hut was built in 1966 as a memorial to a teacher and student
who died on a trip in the area in 1965. The site is not part of the Overland, but is
seeing additional use as an alternative start to the Overland without the climb up
Marion’s lookout, and it is closer than Waterfall Valley. Anecdotal evidence would
also suggest increasing use by walkers who couldn’t get a departure date when they
desired on the Overland, or wanted to experience an Alpine Walk without the time to
complete the full Overland journey. It is a popular weekend destination for local
walkers.
The site has an A-frame hut, and a much modified dry composting/septic toilet
system. There are no tent platforms at the site.
Purpose
The hut was built as refuge for walkers, and has historic significance. Like all
overnight nodes it offers shelter, water, accommodation options, and a place to rest
and socialise with other walkers.
Management Recommendations.
Incorporate servicing of Scott Kilvert Hut with Overland operations to maximise
helicopter use and reduce expenses.
Undertake a conservation assessment and plan for the hut.
Upgrade the toilet facilities at the site.
Continue to manage the site as separate to the Overland and therefore not subject to
the Overland Track booking system.
Monitor camping areas and provide tent platforms if required.
Monitor and review the commercial use of this site.
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4.6.3 Commercial Operations
Background
As outlined previously in the document, there are two types of commercial operation
on the Overland. One operator with a lease to run hut based guided walks, and eight
commercial operators with licenses to operate tent based walks using the group site
camping facilities.
Purpose
As outlined in Chapter 2, regarding guided tours the WHAMP (1999: 179) states:
‘Guided tours provide opportunities for people to visit and learn about wild, natural
places that they would not otherwise see. In many respects guided tours are an
excellent form of eco-tourism since they give people a direct experience of the values
of the area…’

The provision of commercially operated tours on the Overland is consistent with the
Vision for the Overland Track and the management objectives of the WHAMP (1999:
180) which are:
‘To support the operation of a range of guided tours to enhance presentation of the
WHA and to provide a range of quality opportunities for visitors to access and enjoy
the WHA.
To establish and maintain high standards of environmental care, safety and
interpretation in guided tour operations.’

Management Recommendations
No standing camps to be constructed in the Overland Track Recreation Zone.
Tent based commercial operators will continue to be required to use the group site
camping facilities and accompanying booking system.
The group site booking system will continue to be shared by commercial operators,
school groups and community groups.
All licenses for tent-based commercial operations will be subject to a common
renewal date, terms and conditions. Existing licenses will only be renewed until
August 2008 to bring all licenses in line.
No new licenses will be issued until after the renewal alignment occurs.
Restricted licenses for commercial activities may be considered for extraordinary
circumstances.
Management of special events (both private and commercial groups) will adhere to
the objectives and management prescriptions contained with the WHAMP (1999:
163).
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5. Implementation

5.1

Planning and Approvals Process
The statutory management plan for the Overland Track is the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area Management Plan 1999; however this sets only broad, high
level direction for the Overland Track. This Recreation Zone Plan acts at a more
detailed level and provides detailed prescriptions and strategic direction for the
Overland Track.
Implementation of the infrastructure upgrades outlined in this document will be
based on the design and planning principles stated. All designs will include
conceptual and detailed site layout drawings; visual assessments (and where
appropriate viewfield analysis) of proposed structures, landscape designs and
rehabilitation plans where appropriate. These detailed designs will be developed in
consultation with key stakeholders, including the World Heritage Area Consultative
Committee and key stakeholders.
New development works at existing sites will require environmental impact
assessment through the PWS Reserve Activity Assessment process (a minor pathway
assessment process under the WHAMP [See WHAMP page 67]). As well as testing
compliance with relevant legislation, identifying significant values that may be
affected and proposing measures to avoid or mitigate any damaging impacts, this
assessment may include:
•

detailed site designs;

•

a communication plan; and a

•

job safety analysis.

Due to the sensitivity of its location, any proposed significant green-field
developments would require Major Pathway Assessment processes defined in the
WHAMP (see WHAMP p 67). This process has avenues for further stakeholder
involvement and public comment on the Environmental Management Plan.
Local Council planning approval will be sought as part of these processes through a
development application to Council under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act
1993 where required.
The proposals will be referred for consideration of the Department of the
Environment and Heritage. The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act, 1999 requires consideration of all proposals that may significantly affect World
Heritage values.
Design professionals will be engaged to undertake works through the major pathway
process, and to develop the building concept and plans for staff huts and any major
redevelopment/re-location of walker huts.
Designs for all other infrastructure will be prepared and assessed under the PWS
Reserve Activity Assessment process following consultation with key stakeholders.
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5.2

Implementation Priorities
The priority for implementing the management strategies for each site will be:
1.

safety for both staff and visitors;

2.

environmental impacts;

3.

visitor experience; and

4.

end of life replacement of assets.

Priority management and planning actions to be implemented as part of the ongoing
management of the Overland include:
•

Development of a routine and cyclic maintenance schedule for all infrastructure;

•

Monitoring of the effectiveness of the booking system and any infrastructure
issues which arise;

•

Ongoing program of monitoring of environmental and social impacts associated
with the track and visitor nodes;

•

Visitor surveys to evaluate all visitor group experiences and to monitor the
success of managing the Overland Experience;

•

Development of partnerships with commercial operators to ensure best-practice
management of all visitor facilities and optimal training of all people (guides,
ranger staff etc) who interpret the values of the WHA and manage the visitor
experience;

•

Regular review of environmental management practices world wide to measure
the appropriateness of current infrastructure to meet environmental best-practice
standards.

•

Ensure funds and staff resources identified through the Business Plan are
provided.

Review
This Recreation Zone Plan is intended to guide planning and development on the
Overland for the next 10 years. However, a five-year review is recommended to
assess:
•

ongoing compliance with statutory obligations;

•

the results of monitoring against indicators of management success;

•

changes in market trends and visitor needs; and

•

consistency with the objectives of the WHAMP.
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Appendices
Appendix A: The Overland Experience
‘A journey of many journeys, following the steps of many travellers’
Preface
The Overland Experience provides a distinct and outstanding walking experience that
is differentiated from other walking opportunities in Tasmania. It appeals to a range of
visitor groups who are relatively fit and prepared to walk at least 10km a day through
Tasmania’s rugged highlands.
The following narrative traces the experience of a hypothetical visitor to the Overland
Track, from the time he or she starts thinking about ‘doing the Overland’ to the time the
journey has been completed, the blisters have healed, and all that remains is a sense of
accomplishment and enduring memories of a truly great walk in a vast and wonderful
place.
‘Indicators of management success’ are presented at the bottom of each section to
provide a framework for evaluating and reporting on the success of management in
delivering this vision for the Overland Experience. The ‘desired outcomes’ are based on
the objectives of this plan and the management objectives for Presentation in the WHA
management plan. The principal instruments for monitoring the quality of walkers’
experience will be the Overland Track Walker Survey and an exit survey from the
Overland Track website.
The Decision
Sometimes taken years ago, heard about over a dinner party chat, through the friend of
a friend of a friend. Your scout troop did it once, but that was years ago and you always
wanted to return. For most people it’s the Overland Track, iconic – don’t really know
where it was first heard of, but everybody’s heard of that walk through the heart of the
Tasmanian Wilderness.
You start thinking about the place more and more. The Discover Tasmania images are
luring you down to a state of natural beauty, and a place with a reputation for good
food and wine. There are lots of options in Tassie, but the principal reason for your
travel will be to finally take on the Overland Track
You want to be part of those mountains, among its serene mountains, alpine lakes and
dark forests. You want to “get lost” in the wilderness.
Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
OLT profile & attractiveness to
visitors
1.

The Overland Track is a
renowned bushwalking icon
and a significant drawcard for
Tasmanian, interstate and
international visitors.

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

Monitoring Instrument & Reporting

1.1 Number & % of OLT bookings
by country of origin and
Australian postcode. (Tracking
only; no targets or limits
identified)

OLT booking system and/or OLT
Walker Survey. Findings reported in
the OLT Walker Survey Report.

1.2 % interstate and international
OLT respondents who identify
the Overland Track as the
primary reason for visiting
Tasmania. (Tracking only; no
targets or limits identified)

OLT Walker Survey. Findings
reported in the OLT Walker Survey
Report.

Planning
The Web. It’s on your computer at work, home, and you’ve seen a bit of coverage about
the Overland Track in the news lately. Rather than going out and buying a walker’s
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guide, you prefer to do as much research as you can over the net, and organise your
own travel. Googling “Overland Track” produces over 11,000 results, but there in the
top 10 results are three pages that seem to give the information you’re after….
These sites give you the best idea of what to expect, when to walk, what to take. They
all point you to the booking system, and you are happy to know that the number of
walkers departing on the track is being managed each day to prevent over-crowding of
this unique place. The booking system is web-based and very user friendly. You
decide to get a quote to test the booking process out, and to help plan the budget for the
trip. You are pleased to see the quote can be saved, and a link emailed to you so when
you decide to book you don’t have to re enter all your information.
Reading through all the information on the web-site, and hearing tales from your
friends, you are little hesitant about your abilities. You know this will be no walk in the
park. To complete the track you will need to walk at least 65km over 6 days or so.
You’ll have to carry everything you need for that time, plus a bit more just in case.
It’s all sounding a bit too much; you consider choosing more comfortable options. You
might prefer to share the load with some experienced guides, who help you set up your
tents, cook your meals, and tell you some of their secrets about this amazing place. Or
you could choose to end each day in a bush cabin, sitting by a potbelly heater, eating a
meal prepared by your guides, and sleeping on a mattress in a private twin-share room.
These more comfortable journeys are catered for by commercial operators with
experienced and knowledgeable local guides who will share their great passion for this
awesome place with you. Fortunately the web-site has clear links to guided options on
the Overland Track.
Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
Accessibility and adequacy of previsit information
2.

Prospective visitors can readily
find all the pre-visit information
they want to plan their OLT trip.

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

Monitoring Instrument, Reporting &
Use

2.1 An internet search on the
phrase ‘overland track’ brings
up the Overland Track website
(at
<www.overlandtrack.com.au>).
within the first 10 listings of
common search engines.

Periodic internet check search on
‘overland track’. Listed order of the
Overland track website.
Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.

2.2

Website exit survey question. Was
there any information that you
sought but could not find? Plus
comment/suggestions field.

Decreasing incidence of
follow-up requests for
additional information.

Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Findings used to guide ongoing
improvements to the website.)
Main sources of pre-visit information
3.

The main sources of pre-visit
information for trip planning are
identified and managed to meet
visitor needs.

3.1 % and trend of use of
information sources for OLT
trip planning (tracking only, no
target).

OLT Walker survey question re
sources of information for the walk.
Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Findings/feedback will guide
ongoing management of pre-visit
information.)

Note that the above sections of the Overland Experience apply in relation to the general public
and website users, while the following sections apply to clients booking into the PWS-managed
‘Overland Experience’.
Booking and preparation
The decision has been made. You’ve decided to throw comfort to the wind and unleash
the wild beast within. A journey that has been niggling away at you for years as a must
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do – the time has come, the time is now, you’re on your way! You log into
www.overlandtrack.com.au. Booking has begun.
The system is user friendly, and you know exactly what to expect and why information
is being asked of you all along the way. There are little “tell me more buttons” scattered
through out, explaining the minimal impact walking code, party size maximums, and
general safety and preparedness information.
The booking system walks you through a simple six step process and a progress bar
along the top keeps you informed each step of the way. The photos splashed through
out the web site show you the dramatic place where you’re going to walk. You’re
getting excited.
At time of booking you can order an information pack. The price includes postage and
handling, and the pack contains a walkers’ notebook (natural and cultural heritage
guide to the Overland Track), a map and track notes for the park, information about the
minimal impact bushwalking code, and how to get to the start of the track. You want
one of these. It will help with gear purchases and give an idea of what side trips you
might take on your journey.
The terms and conditions are clear and concise. Payment is made, and the receipt
emailed straight away – at last you’re on your way. When booking is finished you’ll
spend a bit more time in the website planning how to get to the track, and using the
profile diagrams and track maps to help plan training to get your fitness right before
walking.
Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
Provision of safety information and
advice
4.

The OLT website provides all the
information and advice visitors
need to adequately prepare and
equip for a safe and enjoyable
OLT journey.

User satisfaction with OLT website &
booking system
5.

High levels of use and user
satisfaction with the OLT website
& booking system.

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

Monitoring Instrument, Reporting &
Use

4.1 Website content includes
appropriate safety information
and advice, including
recommended gear and
essential safety items to bring,
what to expect from the
weather, precautions against
hypothermia etc.

Periodic website content check
/update for current safety advice.

5.1 90% website user satisfaction
and/or increasing trend of
satisfaction

Website exit question ‘How would
you rate the Overland Track website
and booking system you have just
used?’ (v. poor, poor, satisfactory,
good, excellent) Plus
comment/suggestions field.

5.2 Increasing incidence of
positive feedback comments;
decreasing number of
suggested improvements to
website or booking system.
5.3 Increasing % OLT walkers
who pre-booked their trip
using the OLT website.

Website content adjusted as
necessary to target areas of
inadequate visitor preparation or
equipment (from findings of 7
below).

Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Findings & feedback used to guide
ongoing improvements to website.)
OLT Walker survey question on
how walkers booked their trip e.g.
OLT website, at Cradle Visitor
Centre etc.

Departing
You know exactly what to do and where to go. The tax invoice emailed when booking
told you to collect your Overland Pass from the Cradle Mountain Visitors Centre and
you arrive the day before commencing so you can get an early start on the track. The
Overland Counter is clearly identified with a banner, and Jenny who serves you has
walked the track many many times.
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The five day weather forecast is up on the board, and Jenny tells you how many
walkers are out on the track at the moment. Walking between Christmas and New
Years is busy, so all the departure spaces are taken. You’re glad you’ve got your tent, so
there is some privacy whilst out on the track. Jenny tells you where staff are working
on the track, and from their reports you get a clear picture of what the track condition is
going to be like. You’re expecting wet feet, and your gaiters are packed.
Jenny hands over the Overland Pass, and directs you to your overnight
accommodation. Tomorrow looks like being a clear day, so with any luck Cradle
Summit can be knocked off on the way to Waterfall Valley.
The shuttle bus drops you at Ronny Creek early on departure day. With a couple of
other Overlanders the registration book is signed and first steps are taken.
Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
Visitor satisfaction with directions &
signage
6.

Overland walkers are adequately
equipped for a safe and
enjoyable Overland Track trip.

Monitoring Instrument, Reporting &
Use
OLT Walker survey questions using
5 class scale of satisfaction; plus
comment/suggestions field.
Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Findings/feedback will guide
ongoing improvements to directions
& signage.)

7.1 90% visitor satisfaction and/or
increasing trend of satisfaction

Visitors find the staff of the Parks
& Wildlife Service, tour operators
and other service providers are
friendly, knowledgeable and
helpful.

Adequacy of walkers gear &
equipment for safety
8.

6.1 90% visitor satisfaction and/or
increasing trend of satisfaction

Visitors are highly satisfied with
directions and signage for the
OLT e.g. they know where to go
and what to do.

Visitor satisfaction with PWS staff &
other service providers
7.

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

OLT Walker survey questions using
5 class scale of satisfaction; plus
feedback comment field.
Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Copies of the findings/feedback will
be provided to relevant service
providers.)

8.1 % consistency between
recommended gear / safety
items and what walkers
actually take on the OLT.
(100% compliance for
essential safety items;
increasing trend of compliance
for other items)

OLT survey question to tick actual
gear against recommended items.
Findings/trends reported in the OLT
Walker Survey Report.
(Findings used as necessary to
adjust safety advice & messages to
visitors, including on OLT website.)

Walking
Overlanders already have some idea of what to expect. But now the real life journey
begins. Expect to be physically challenged. Parts of the track are steep and rough, and
conditions can be harsh. Count on experiencing some of the weather that created this
place. Plentiful rain, strong wind, snow, ice and intense sun have all contributed to
what you’ll see. Tasmania’s weather at work on its unique geology has resulted in a
suite of landforms, flora and fauna that you will find nowhere else.
In these highlands you’re effectively on an island within an island, a refuge with links
to Gondwana. So you’ll see plants and animals you’ve never seen. These include trees
like King Billy pine and pencil pine, fagus and myrtle beech, home to carolling
currawongs and flitting honeyeaters. And you’ll see vast tracts of buttongrass
moorland: ideal habitat for burrowing crayfish, quolls, wombats, tiger snakes and
ground parrots. If you’re quiet and observant you might see all of these and more.
At times on the Overland it can feel as though you’re the first person to step into the
forest or reach the mountaintop. So history might not be the first thing you’ll think of –
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yet you’ll actually be walking where humans have walked for thousands of years.
You’ll follow the steps of Tasmanian Aboriginals who lived and hunted here for more
than a thousand generations, making landscape-wide changes in the process. You’ll
also traverse country that explorers, miners, trappers, timber-getters, drovers and
bushrangers used for many years. They too left behind tracks, buildings and other
signs of their presence.
Today around 8,000 people per year walk the track, most during the main walking
season from November to April. So you’ll share this ancient and wild place with
others. They come from all over the world, and range in age from children to retirees.
Expect to have some interesting multicultural conversations, and to learn some of the
different ways that walkers cope with the challenges of the Overland. You’ll probably
meet some Parks and Wildlife staff along the track too. Hut wardens, track rangers and
regular rangers are usually out and about over the walking season. You’ll learn a bit
from them too, and maybe pause to wonder what life is like for people who work out
here all the time.
In fact you’ll find yourself wondering a lot while you’re out here. Away from most of
what makes life hectic back home, you’ll find a different rhythm. You’ll notice your
legs, your lungs, your digestive system and your body in general more than you
usually do. And your spirit might speak more loudly too, responding to a place whose
many moods and undoubted grandeur are evident on all sides. Expect to be challenged
in mind and spirit as well as in body.
Each day you’ll carry all your gear at least 10km. You’ll get into a walking rhythm that
suits you and your group. You’ll break at intervals for water and nibbles; stop to take
photographs or chat with other walkers; turn to take a side trip to a mountain or
waterfall; pause to add or remove a layer of clothing.
Some days will be long, others relatively short. The long days will fill you with a great
sense of achievement, of having pushed yourself to meet a great physical challenge.
The short days give you ample opportunities to stand in wonder, lose yourself in a
grand and ancient landscape, or simply rest.
Most nights you’ll pitch your tent on one of the platforms. But some nights you might
stay in one of the basic huts provided at day walk intervals along the track. These have
sleeping platforms, tables, a water supply and a heater, with composting toilets nearby.
They don’t have mattresses, cooking facilities or sinks: you’ll be carrying the
lightweight equivalents with you. After a long day’s walk you’ll be dirty, sweaty and
probably smelly, but you won’t be getting a shower. A quick wash will be more
typical.
Even if you’re walking with great care, you’re likely to get wet and muddy. You’ll
become used to that, the occasional blister is commonplace, especially if you’re not a
regular walker. You’ll also get used to the march flies, mosquitoes and leeches that
turn up at regular intervals. A little salt or insect repellent will soon take care of them.
Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
Visitor satisfaction with OLT facilities
& infrastructure
9.

Visitors are highly satisfied with
the range, quality and
environmental sensitivity of
recreation facilities and
infrastructure along the OLT.
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& Use
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Plus comment/suggestions field.
(Feedback used to inform
planning)
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Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes
Visitor satisfaction with recreational
experience

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

Monitoring Instrument, Reporting
& Use

10.1 90% visitor satisfaction and/or
increasing trend of satisfaction.

OLT Walker survey questions
using 5 class scale of satisfaction.

11.1 Low (<10%) or decreasing
incidence and severity of
factors identified by visitors as
detracting from the quality of
their experience.

OLT Walker survey question: List
up to 3 factors that significantly
contributed to the quality of your
experience of the OLT. Plus
comment/suggestions field.

10. Visitors are highly satisfied with
the nature and quality of all
aspects of their recreational
experience along the OLT.
Factors affecting visitor experience
11. Key factors affecting the quality
of visitor experience are
identified.

OLT Walker survey question:
Were there any disappointments
or factors that detracted from your
experience of the OLT? Plus fields
for perceived level of impact (e.g.
bothered a little/bothered a lot).
Plus comment/suggestions field.
Presentation of WHA Values
12. The vast majority of visitors
learnt something interesting
about the special values of the
TWWHA.

Visitor satisfaction with the provision
of educational information
13. Visitors are highly satisfied with
the provision of educational
information, products and
services for the OLT.

12.1 90% of visitors report learning
something of interest about the
special values of the TWWHA;
and/or increasing trend of
learning.

OLT survey question: Which of the
following statements best reflects
your experience: (range of
statements e.g. ‘didn’t learn
anything of interest’, ‘learnt a little’
to ‘learnt a lot’ about the special
values of the Tasmanian
Wilderness.

13.1 90% visitor satisfaction and/or
increasing trend of satisfaction.

OLT Walker survey questions
using 5 class scale of satisfaction;
plus comment/suggestions field.
OLT survey question: Which was
your favourite educational display,
activity or source? Plus
comment/suggestions field.
OLT survey question: Was there
any information that you would
have liked but could not get? Plus
comment/suggestions field.

Finishing
At last you reach Narcissus. The ferry booking was made months ago, and now you
can enjoy the last 15km in comfort watching Mt Olympus flashing by. At the Lake St
Clair Visitors Centre you check out at the counter for “Overlanders”.
All along the way the people you have met and the PWS staff have been so helpful and
chatty. Now at St Clair they congratulate you for making it, and commiserate over
your sore feet.
In the end it won’t be the irritating invertebrates that persist in your memory. You’re
far more likely to remember a vast and wonderful place that has spoken to you softly
yet clearly. You’ll leave with pleasantly contradictory feelings. You’ll regret that it’s
finished, but you’ll have a sense of accomplishment at having made it. In fact, reflecting
on your journey, you’ll realise it’s one of the best things you’ve ever done. It is a feeling
that will stay with you for many years, perhaps for life. That’s the Overland Track.
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Indicators of Management Success
Desired Outcomes

Performance Indicators
(+ Targets or Limits)

Overall Assessment of OLT
Experience

90% satisfaction rating by OLT
walkers3. A significant proportion

14. Visitors come away from their
walk on the Overland Track:

of walkers will rate the experience
as ‘one of the best things they’ve
ever done’.

-

-

Highly satisfied with the
quality of their overall
experience;
Likely to recommend the trip
to others1.

-

-

With an overall impression
that the area is being very
sensitivity and well
managed;

% and trend of visitors likely to
recommend the trip to others
(tracking only, no target)
% and trend of visitors reporting
excellent to world class
management standard (tracking
only, no target)
% and trend of visitor satisfaction
with costs (tracking only, no target)

satisfied that the costs of the
visit were appropriate and
money well spent2.

Repeat visitors’ perceptions of change
15. Repeat visitors to the OLT will
feel that the OLT has either not
changed or has changed for the
better.

Overall Feedback & Suggestions
16. Visitors’ feedback and
suggestions are welcomed.

Monitoring Instrument, Reporting &
Use
OLT Walker survey question using
5 class scale of satisfaction; plus
feedback comment field.
OLT survey question: What were
the 3 best things about your trip?
Plus comment/suggestions field.
OLT survey question: Would you
recommend this trip to others? 5scale response from definitely not to
definitely yes.
OLT survey question: Based on
your experience of the OLT, how
would you rate the overall standard
of management for the area? (rating
scale from v poor to world-class).
OLT Walker survey question using
5 class scale of satisfaction; plus
feedback comment field.

Over 90% repeat visitors feel the
OLT has either not changed or has
changed for the better.

OLT survey question: Has the OLT
changed in your experience?
(Response options: N/A: this is my
first visit; has not changed; has
changed for the better, has changed
for the worse; no comment or recent
prior visit. Plus field for date of prior
visit/s and comment field for what’s
got better, what’s got worse.

16.1 Nature of overall feedback
and suggestions.

Overall feedback & suggestions
field with prompts for general
comments; positive factors;
negative factors; and suggestions
for improvements.

1 Cradle Experience Statement (McNair & Assocs, 2006)
2 Cradle Experience Statement (McNair & Assocs, 2006)
3 90% satisfaction target is identified in the PWS Business Plan 2005/2006. (90% satisfaction is taken to
mean ‘90% or more visitors are satisfied or better with their experience’.)
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Appendix B: Infrastructure by site on the Overland Track
LOCATION

ASSET DESCRIPTION

LIFE-SPAN
(years)

KITCHEN HUT
Hut
Toilet
WATERFALL VALLEY
Hut
Toilet Block
Helipad
Gas
Group Campsite
Old Hut
Clivus Toilet
Water Tanks
WINDERMERE
Hut
Toilet Block
Helipad
Gas
Clivus Toilet
Group Campsite
Tent Platforms
Water Tanks
PELION PLAINS
Hut
Toilet Block
Helipad
Gas Infrastructure

15
25

YEARS LEFT

∗

1
24

50
25
25
15
25
15
25
50

40
22
15
5
24
1∗
15
40

50
25
25
15
25
25
25
50

25
22
20
5
14
24
22
40

50
25
25
15

50
21
21
5

Old Hut

15

Tent Platforms
Group Campsite
Staff Hut - 30 years
Water Tanks

25
25
30
50

1
23
24
2
47

Hut
Toilet Block
Helipad
Group Campsite
Tent Platforms
Coal Bunker
Clivus (currently locked)
Water Tanks - Galvanised

50
25
25
25
25
30
25
30

16
22
16
24
21
16
9
5

Hut

30

Helipad

25

20
16

∗

KIA ORA

Du CANE

∗

∗

The age and remaining life span of historic structures is set to reflect the irreplaceable nature of these
items. The different age for Du Cane Hut is due to restorative works done in 1991
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WINDY RIDGE
Hut
Toilet Block
Helipad
Group Campsite
Tent Platforms
Coal Bunker
Water Tanks

30
25
25
25
25
30
50

1
22
16
24
22
16
35

Hut
Toilet Block (Clivus)
Coal Bunker
Staff Hut
Jetty
Water Tanks

30
25
30
30
30
50

1
15
16
1
15
45

Hut
Toilet
Coal Bunker
Water Tanks

30
25
30
50

4
19
16
45

30
25
30
40

6
2
16
39

40
30
25
20
65
25
25
20
10

Varied: 1 - 40ϕ
15
21
10
50
23
22
10
6

NARCISSUS

PINE VALLEY

ECHO POINT
Hut
Toilet
Coal Bunker
Jetty
OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE ITEMS
Track
Suspension Bridges
Metal Trussed Bridges
Timber Bridges
Windermere Lake Access
Lake Will Platform
Pelion Gap Platform
Signs
Hazardous Waste Fly Out Receptacles

ϕ

Over the extent of the track there is a wide variety of track types, surfaces and techniques. Some
sections require urgent track work, whilst other sections of the track have either very robust surfaces
or have recently been replaced.
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Appendix C: The Reserve Standards Framework
Assessed service levels for the Overland Track Recreation Zone
Site
Ronny Creek
Main Overland Track and side track to Lake
Will, Mt Ossa, Pine Valley
Kitchen Hut
Side Track to Waterfall Valley Falls
Side Tracks to Barn Bluff, Mt Oakleigh
Overnight Nodes: Lake Rodway, Waterfall
Valley, Windermere, Pelion Hut, Kia Ora,
Windy Ridge, Pine Valley, Narcissus, Echo
Point
Historic Huts: Old Pelion, Du Cane Hut,
Remaining areas inside the recreation zone
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Current standards

Aspirational standards

Day Use Comfort Site
Mid Standard
Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Day Use – Get away
Basic
Bush camping – Backcountry
Basic
Bush camping Backcountry
Basic
Bush camping – Backcountry
Complex

Day Use Comfort Site
Complex Standard
Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Day Use – Get away
Mid
Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Bush camping – Backcountry
Complex

Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Bush camping – Remote
Basic

Bush camping – Backcountry
Mid
Bush camping – Remote
Remote
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Appendix D: PWS Reserves Standard Framework – model service levels
Four service levels have been identified for the Overland Track Recreation Zone. Only those standards have been reproduced for this document.

Day Use Comfort
Services

Reserve Management
Code of Practice
Reference Standards

Day Use - Comfort Visitor Standards (2/11/03 edition)
Mid

Complex

Visitor Centres

NATURE OF VISIT
Visit description

In broad terms visits to these sites can be described in the following two ways:

Stopover Visitors. Visitors stop for up to 2 hours to look at
features usually on the way to another destination. Visit often
incorporates a drink/meal break, a stretch of the legs or short
walk and viewing of natural features and interpretive signs; or,
Day Visitors - Comfort. Visit is restricted to the site. Often
associated with family or other social group outing. Activities
include barbeques/picnics, and group recreation such as
ballgames, beach activities, boating and fishing.

Stopover Visitors. Visitors
stop for up to 2 hours to look
at features usually on the way
to another destination. Visit
often incorporates a drink/meal
break, a stretch of the legs or
short walk and viewing of
natural features and
interpretive signs.

Reserves Standards
Framework
(Jan 2002)

PLANNING
Levels of Planning1

None - Concept Plan

Site Plan including full public consultation

Site Plan including full public consultation

Land Management Zone

Recreation

Recreation, Visitor Service

Recreation, Visitor Service

Land Management Zoning
System

World Heritage Area Zone

Recreation

Recreation, Visitor Services

Recreation, Visitor Services

WHA Management Plan
1999

ZONING

1 Where plans do not currently exist, the preparation of a Development Application (DA) for a Visitor Site will trigger the plan requirement.
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ACCESS
Roads – surface
(when required)

Class 2-4 or FPC Access Standard (4X4)
4X4 or 2WD (unmade-made)

Sealed
2WD

Sealed
2WD

Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources Roads

Disabled access

None – Wheelchair accessible

None – Wheelchair accessible

Wheelchair accessible

AS 1428 Design for Access
and Mobility
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Car park surface

None/Unmade or Hardened (made)

Hardened (made/sealed)

Hardened (made/sealed)

Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources Roads

Informal - Formal/defined

Formal/defined

Formal/defined

See Key Sources – Roads
for relevant standards

Informal

Informal - Marked/allocated

Marked

See Key Sources – Roads
for relevant standards

Disabled parking (allocated/not)

Unmarked

Unmarked - Marked/allocated

Marked/allocated

See Key Sources – Roads
for relevant standards

Coach parking

None - Informal

Informal - Marked/allocated

Marked/allocated

See Key Sources – Roads
for relevant standards

Toilet - system

None, or for environmental reasons only.
In accordance with PWS (2002)
Wastewater Strategic Asset Management
Plan.

In accordance with PWS (2002)
Wastewater Strategic Asset Management
Plan

PWS (2002) Wastewater Strategic Asset
Management Plan

PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset
Management Plan

Toilet - structure

None - Building unlined

Building fully lined impervious

Building fully lined impervious

Public Health Act 1997
Liquor & Accommodation
Act 1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Showers (Hot & Cold)

None

None

Hot & Cold (where provided)

Tasmanian Plumbing Code
1994
Tasmanian Plumbing
Regulations 1994
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Car parking Area

2

Car parking Space

3

AMENITIES

2 A car parking area is may contain a single car parking space or many car parking spaces A camping area may contain a single campsite or many campsites.
3 A car parking space is the space in which a single vehicle parks.
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Shower enclosure

None

None

Building – Lined and impervious

Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Toilet & Shower - Hygiene and
cleanliness

Where provided amenities will be serviced
as required for health and safety, facilities
maintenance, and to keep clean and free
of litter and graffiti

Facilities clean, free of litter, graffiti and
objectionable odours at all times

Facilities clean, free of litter and
objectionable odours at all times

Public Health Act 1997
(TAS)

Water

None – potable (all year) where provided

Yes (potable)

Yes (potable)

See Key Sources - Drinking
Water

Lighting (facility, site, area, …)

None

Facilities and for navigation of site

Facilities and for navigation of site

Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Seats & Tables

None - Minimal

As defined by Site Plan

As defined by site plan

PWS (1996) Draft Furniture
Design Manual
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Shelter

None – Basic (as defined by Concept
Plan)

As defined by Site Plan

As defined by site plan

Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Fireplace/BBQs

None - Defined where provided

Defined where provided

Defined where provided

Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Telephone

None

None

Where service is available (gold phone
style)

Responsibility of Service
Provider

Built structures

None, or as specified by the Concept Plan
Restricted to the construction of rego
booths, shelters, toilet structures as
necessary per type for environmental
purposes only.

All building development will be defined by
the Site Plan

All building development will be defined by
the Site Plan

PWS (2002) Tasmanian
WHAMP Area Management
Plan
Liquor & Accommodation
Act 1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources –
Built Structures

Class 2 – 3 (AS 2156)
W2 – T2 (PWS)

Class 1 – 3 (AS 2156)
W1 – T1 (PWS)

Class 1 – 2 (AS 2156)
W1 – W2 (PWS)

AS 2156 Walking Tracks
(2001)
PWS (1998) Walking Track
Management Strategy
See Also Key Sources –
Walking Tracks

RECREATION
Walking tracks (where provided)
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INFORMATION & SIGNS
PWS (2002) Sign Manual –
Draft
PWS (2003) Hazard
Signage Standard
Operating Procedures
AS 2899.1 Public
Information Symbol Signs
(1986)
AS 2342 Design and Use of
Graphic Symbols
AS 2342-(1992)
Development, testing and
implementation of
information and safety
symbols and symbolic signs
See also Key Sources –
Information Signs and
Interpretation

Orientation signs

None or limited

Comprehensive

Comprehensive

Interpretation signs

None - Limited (management)

Limited to comprehensive

Comprehensive

None – General to site specific information
Where provided, may be in
Regional/State-wide Visitor’s Guides or on
Website – Included in Regional/State-wide
Visitor’s Guides

Site specific information
Regional/State-wide Visitor’s Guides
Website – Included in Regional/State-wide
Visitor’s Guides

Site specific brochures
Regional/State-wide Visitor’s Guide
Website – Site specific

As per previous page

Litter/rubbish

Carry out policy

Carry out policy

Collection/recycling

Litter does not exceed the
capacity of bins where
provided

Staff patrol and inspections

Infrequent

Regular - programmed

Staffed during office hours

AS 2156 Walking Tracks
(2001)
PWS Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) – Risk
Management

Tree management

Will comply with SOP – Risk Management

Will comply with SOP – Risk Management

Will comply with SOP – Risk Management

PWS Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) – Risk
Management

Landscape/vegetation management

Slashing for fire or human safety only and
rehabilitation in degraded areas is
acceptable. OR, mowing/slashing for fire
safety and basic visitor access.
Rehabilitation in degraded areas
acceptable.

Mowing/slashing/planting for visitor
access, open space and aesthetic appeal.
Rehabilitation in degraded areas
acceptable.

Mowing/slashing/planting for visitor
access, open space and aesthetic appeal.
Rehabilitation in degraded areas
acceptable.

Consistent with statutory
Management Plans

Pre-visit info

MANAGEMENT
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RISK CONTROL SPECTRUM
Visitor Safety Rating
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Neutral - Moderate

Neutral - Moderate

Neutral

PWS (2003) Public Risk
Management Policy

65

Day Use – Get away
Services

Reserve Management Code of Practice
Reference Standards

Day Use – Get Away Standards (2/11/03 edition)
Basic

Mid

NATURE OF VISIT
Visit description

Day Visitors – Get Away. Get-away visitors often undertake either one
specific or various nature-based activities in a natural setting. The typical
get-away visitor requires limited facilities. This group seeks to go beyond

Reserves Standards Framework
(Jan 2002)

PLANNING
None or Basic Concept Plan

Concept – Site Plan

Land Management Zone

Recreation

Recreation

Land Management Zoning System

World Heritage Area Zone

Recreation

Recreation

WHA Management Plan 1999

Roads – surface
(when required)

Class 4 or FPC Access Standard (4X4)
4X4 or 2WD

Class 4 or FPC Access Standard (4X4)
2WD or 4X4 as specified by concept plan

Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources – Roads

Disabled access

None

None

Car park surface

None or commensurate with adjacent/associated
Visitor Site conditions

None or commensurate with adjacent/associated
Visitor Site conditions

Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources – Roads

Informal

Informal – defined

See Key Sources – Roads

Informal

Informal
May include designated parking areas for
vehicles with boat trailers/horse floats.

See Key Sources – Roads

Disabled parking (allocated/not)

Unallocated/unmarked

Unallocated/unmarked

See Key Sources – Roads

Coach parking

None

None

For environmental reasons only
In accordance with PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset Management Plan.

For environmental reasons only
In accordance with PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset Management Plan

Levels of Planning4
ZONING

ACCESS

Car parking Area

5

Car parking Space

6

AMENITIES
Toilet – system

PWS (2002) Wastewater Strategic Asset
Management Plan (SAMP). The SAMP provides
a decision tree for determining the appropriate
system.

4 Where plans do not currently exist, the preparation of a Development Application (DA) for a Visitor Site will trigger the plan requirement.
5 A car parking area is may contain a single car parking space or many car parking spaces A camping area may contain a single campsite or many campsites
6 A car parking space is the space in which a single vehicle parks
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Toilet – structure

Where provided, buildings are unlined
Complement with PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset Management Plan

Where provided, buildings are unlined
Complement with PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset Management Plan

Showers (Hot & Cold)

None

None

Shower enclosure

None

None

Toilet & Shower – Hygiene and cleanliness

Serviced as required for health and safety

Serviced as required for health and safety

Public Health Act 1997 (TAS)

Water

None – Potable where provided

None – Potable where provided

See Key Sources – Drinking Water

Lighting (facility, site, area, …)

None

None

Seats & Tables

None

None

Shelter

None

None

Fireplace/BBQs

Defined where provided

Defined where provided

Building Code of Australia
WHA Management Plan 1999
See also Key Sources – Built Structures

Telephone

None

None

Responsibility of Service Provider

Food Service

None

None

Built structures

Complies BCA
Restricted to the construction of walker
registration booths and toilet structures as
necessary per type for environmental purposes
only.

Complies BCA
As specified by the Concept Plan or Site Plan

Liquor & Accommodation Act 1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built Structures

Walking tracks (where provided)

Class 3 - 4 (AS 2156)
T2 – T3 (PWS)

Class 3 (AS 2156)
T1 – T2 (PWS)
Or as specified in the Site Plan

AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)
PWS (1998) Walking Track Management
Strategy
PWS (1999) Tasmanian WHAMP Area
Management Plan
See also Key Sources – Walking Tracks

Boat ramps and jetties (where provided)

None – boat size and tide dependent. For
recreational and management craft only.
To be determined with MAST in accord with
purpose and environmental context.

None – Hi and low tide access. Size dependent
for recreational vessels and management craft
only.
To be determined with MAST in accord with
purpose and environmental context.

AS 3962-2001 Guidelines for design of marinas

Horse riding trails & infrastructure (where
provided)

None

Where formalised horse riding trails are
managed by the PWS they shall be maintained
in accordance with the Concept/Site Plan

Public Health Act 1997
Liquor & Accommodation Act 1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built Structures

RECREATION
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INFORMATION & SIGNS
PWS (2002) Sign Manual – Draft
PWS (2003) Hazard Signage Standard
Operating Procedures
AS 2899.1 Public Information Symbol Signs
(1986)
AS 2342 Design and Use of Graphic Symbols
AS 2342-(1992) Development, testing and
implementation of information and safety
symbols and symbolic signs
See also Key Sources – Information Signs and
Interpretation
See Key Sources – Information signs and
Interpretation

Orientation signs

None or Limited

Limited

Interpretation signs

None-limited (management)

Limited – restricted to facilities

Pre-visit info

None – limited

General to site specific information
Regional/State-wide Visitor’s Guides
Website – included in Regional/State-wide
Visitor’s Guides
Note: Information related to walking tracks to be
consistent with the publicity guidelines outlined
in the PWS Walking Track Classification System.

Litter/rubbish

Carry out policy

Carry out policy

Litter does not exceed the capacity of bins where
provided

Staff patrol and inspections

Infrequent

Infrequent

AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)
PWS Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) –
Risk Management

Tree management

Will comply with SOP – Risk Management

Will comply with SOP – Risk Management

PWS Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) –
Risk Management

Landscape/vegetation management

None or consistent with zoning prescriptions.
Rehabilitation in degraded areas acceptable.

None or consistent with zoning prescriptions.
Rehabilitation in degraded areas acceptable.

Consistent with statutory Management Plans
PWS (1998) Walking Track Management
Strategy
AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)

Substantial - Severe

Moderate - Substantial

PWS (2003) Public Risk Management Policy

MANAGEMENT

Risk Control Spectrum
Visitor Safety Rating
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Bush camping – Backcountry
Services

Reserve Management Code
of Practice Reference
Standards

Bush camping - Backcountry Standards (2/11/03 edition)
Basic

Mid

Complex

NATURE OF VISIT
Bush Camper – Get Away. Overnight camping in bush areas with the aid of some basic
facilities. These visitors are self-reliant.

Visit description

Bush Camper – Comfort. Overnight
camping in semi-remote bush areas
with some facilities provided. Degrees
of comfort may vary from commercial
hut based walking to independent tent
based trips.

Reserves Standards
Framework
(Jan 2002)

PLANNING
None
Guided by management zoning

None – Concept Plan
Guided by management zoning

None – Concept Plan
Guided by management zoning

Land Management Zone

Recreation, Protection II

Recreation

Recreation

World Heritage Area Zone
ACCESS
Roads – surface
(when required)
Campsite vehicle access
Disabled access

Recreation, Self-Reliant Recreation

Recreation

Recreation

None - Access is generally by foot, but
may also be by boat/air.

None – Access is generally by foot, but
may also be by boat/air.

None – access is generally by foot,
but may also be by boat/air

None
None

None
None

None
None

Car park surface

None

None

None

None – Informal car parks at track heads
None

None - Informal car parks at track heads
None

None - Informal
None

Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources - Roads
Forest Practices Code 2000
AS 1428 Design for Access
and Mobility
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Forest Practices Code 2000
See also Key Sources - Roads
See Key Sources – Roads
See Key Sources – Roads

None

None

None

See Key Sources – Roads

Levels of Planning7
ZONING

Car parking Area

8

Car parking Space

9

Disabled parking (allocated/not)

Land Management Zoning
System
WHA Management Plan 1999

7 Where plans do not currently exist, the preparation of a Development Application (DA) for a Visitor Site will trigger the plan requirement.
8 A car parking area is may contain a single car parking space or many car parking spaces A camping area may contain a single campsite or many campsites
9 A car parking space is the space in which a single vehicle parks
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Coach parking
10
Campsite definition
11
Camping Area definition

None
Informal - Defined

None
Informal - Defined

None
Informal - Defined

Informal - Defined

Informal - Defined

Informal - Defined

In accordance with PWS (2002)
Wastewater Strategic Asset Management
Plan.
Installed for environmental protection
purposes only.

In accordance with PWS (2002)
Wastewater Strategic Asset Management
Plan.
Installed for environmental protection
purposes only.

In accordance with PWS (2002)
Wastewater Strategic Asset
Management Plan.
Installed at each hut.

Toilet - structure

None – Building unlined
May only be a simple structure to provide
privacy or to maintain health and safety
standards.
Installed for environmental protection
purposes only.

None – Building unlined
May only be a simple structure to provide
privacy or to maintain health and safety
standards, may be fly out bins under a
building.

Building unlined

Showers (Hot & Cold)

None

None

None

Shower enclosure

None

None

None

Toilet & Shower - Hygiene and cleanliness

Serviced as required for health and safety

Serviced as required for health and safety

Serviced as required for health and
safety

Water

None - Yes (potable)

None - Yes (potable)

None - Yes (potable)

Lighting (facility, site, area, …)

None

None

None

AMENITIES
Toilet - system

See Key Sources – Roads

PWS (2002) Wastewater
Strategic Asset Management
Plan
Tasmanian Plumbing Code
1994
Tasmanian Plumbing
Regulations 1994
Commercial Visitor Services
licence or lease
Public Health Act 1997
Liquor & Accommodation Act
1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Tasmanian Plumbing Code
1994
Tasmanian Plumbing
Regulations 1994
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Public Health Act 1997 (TAS)
See Key Sources - Drinking
Water
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures

10 A campsite is an identifiable contiguous area that can accommodate one or a small number of tents campsites
11 A camping area may contain a single campsite or many
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Seats & Tables

None – Minimal
Camping platforms, if installed, may
include some seating areas for
environmental protection only.
None – Basic
May be historic huts

None – Minimal
Camping platforms, if installed, may
include some seating areas for
environmental protection only.
None - Basic
May be historic huts

Minimal - Complex
Sufficient seating for all persons able
to be accommodated in the hut.

Huts (Designed for accommodation)

Defined where allowed

Defined where allowed

None – Provided at major camping
nodes

Fireplace/BBQs

None

None

Defined where allowed

Telephone

None

None

None

Food Service
Powered sites

None
None

None
None

None
None

Built structures

None – Minimal
All infrastructure for environmental
protection only. May include limited track
hardening, remote area toilets and
camping platforms

Minimal - complex
May include limited track hardening,
remote area toilets (fly-out or compost) and
camping platforms

Minimal - Complex
May include extensive track
hardening, remote area toilets (fly-out
or compost) and camping platforms.

Class 4 – 5 (AS 2156)
T3 – T4 (PWS)

Class 3 – 4 (AS 2156)
T2 – T3 (PWS)

Class 3 (AS 2156)
T1 – T2 (PWS)

Shelter

RECREATION
Walking tracks (where provided)
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None - Basic
May be historic huts. May be basic
shelter to allow walkers to prepare
food away from camping area.

PWS (1996) Draft Furniture
Design Manual
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
See also Key Sources Cultural Structures
Building Code of Australia
Liquor & Accommodation Act
1990 (TAS)
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
See also Key Sources Cultural Structures
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Responsibility of Service
Provider
Not Applicable
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
Liquor & Accommodation Act
1990 (TAS)
Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built
Structures
AS 2156 Walking Tracks
(2001)
PWS (1998) Walking Track
Management Strategy
PWS (1999) Tasmanian
WHAMP Area Management
Plan
See also Key Sources –
Walking Tracks
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Bush camping – Remote Visitor Sites
Services

Bush camping – remote Standard (Jan 2002)
Basic

Reserve Management Code of Practice Reference
Standards

NATURE OF VISIT
Visit description

Bush Campers – Remote. Overnight camping in bush areas
with little or no facilities.

Reserves Standards Framework (Jan 2002)

PLANNING
Levels of Planning12
ZONING
Land Management Zone
World Heritage Area Zone
ACCESS
Roads – surface (when required)
Campsite vehicle access
Disabled access
Car park surface
Car parking Area13
Car parking Space14
Disabled parking (allocated/not)
Coach parking
Campsite15 definition

None - Guided by management zoning
Protection I, Protection II
Recreation, Self-Reliant Recreation, Wilderness

Land Management Zoning System
WHA Management Plan 1999

None – Access is generally by foot, but may also be by boat/air
None
None
None
None – Informal car parks at track heads

See Key Sources – Roads for relevant standards

None
None
None
Informal - Undefined

Camping Area16 definition
AMENITIES
Toilet - system

Informal

Toilet - structure
Showers (Hot & Cold)

None
None

Complement with PWS (2002) Wastewater Strategic Asset
Management Plan.
Installed for environmental purposes only

PWS (2002) Wastewater Strategic Asset Management Plan
Tasmanian Plumbing Code 1994
Tasmanian Plumbing Regulations 1994

12 Where plans do not currently exist, the preparation of a Development Application (DA) for a Visitor Site will trigger the plan requirement.
13 A car parking area is may contain a single car parking space or many car parking spaces A camping area may contain a single campsite or many campsites
14 A car parking space is the space in which a single vehicle parks
15 A campsite is an identifiable contiguous area that can accommodate one or a small number of tents campsites
16 A camping area may contain a single campsite or many
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Shower enclosure
Toilet & Shower - Hygiene and cleanliness
Water
Lighting (facility, site, area, …)
Seats & Tables
Shelter
Huts (Designed for accommodation)
Fireplace/BBQs

None
Serviced as required for health and safety
None provided
None
None
None
None
Defined where allowed

Telephone
Food Service
Powered sites
Built structures
RECREATION
Walking tracks (where provided)

None
None
None
None

INFORMATION & SIGNS
Directional signs (to camping area)

Building Code of Australia
See also Key Sources – Built Structures

Class 5 - 6 (AS 2156)
T4 – Route (PWS)

AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)
PWS (1998) Walking Track Management Strategy
PWS (1999) Tasmanian WHAMP Area
Management plan
See Also Key Sources – Walking Tracks

None – Limited. Strictly for management and environmental
protection purposes

PWS (2002) Sign Manual – Draft
PWS (2003) Hazard Signage Standard Operating Procedures
AS 2899.1 Public Information Symbol Signs (1986)
AS 2342 Design and Use of Graphic Symbols
AS 2342-(1992) Development, testing and implementation of
information and safety symbols and symbolic signs
See also Key Sources – Information Signs and Interpretation

Orientation signs
Interpretation signs
Pre-visit info
MANAGEMENT
Litter/rubbish
Campsite registration
Staff patrol and inspections
Tree management

None
None
None

Landscape/vegetation management

None- Rehabilitation in degraded areas acceptable.
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Public Health Act 1997 (TAS)

Carry out policy
None
Infrequent
None

AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)
PWS Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) – Risk
Management
Consistent with statutory Management Plans
PWS (1998) Walking Track Management Strategy
AS 2156 Walking Tracks (2001)
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RISK CONTROL SPECTRUM
Visitor Safety Rating
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PWS (2003) Public Risk Management Policy
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